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Zoning regulations may leave students homeless
by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer
Many of the apartment complexes within
walking distance of the University are currently caught in a zoning problem concerning
the number of occupants within each apartment, according to a city ordinance.
Clemson RM-3 zoning ordinance states
that no more than three unrelated persons
may live together in one apartment, but a
majority of the complexes lease to four or
more occupants.
To combat this problem, several rental

property owners and managers have formed
the Clemson Rental Properties Association.
Bobby Hopkins, a member of the Association
told The Messenger "the reason we were
formed was because the Planning Commission, the City Planner and City Council have
been hearing one side of the issue. We want
a reasonable working relationship with the
city and with the homeowners, to reach an
agreement, not only on students, but on the
major concerns of higher taxes, etc."
According to Andy Gunning of the city
planning office, current zoning laws were put
into affect in 1984 when the city down zoned

to three unrelated persons per unit. "Presently
these laws are enforced on a complaint basis
only. A majority of the complaints have come
from homeowners in single family areas," he
said.
The complaints are primarily against
parking although some have been filed because of noise, Gunning said. However, these
complaints do not have to result from parking
problems or noise. "If someone suspects that
the zoning law is being violated, he/she can
file a complaint."
Jane Brown, another member of the Association, said that RM-3 zoning includes

University Ridge, Daniel Square, 99 Wyatt,
Foy Creek and Sunset Court; the units close
to campus. RM-4 zoning, no more than four
unrelated persons living together, includes
Clemson Courts I and II and North Clemson
Townhouses.
"Our biggest concern," she said, "is that if
the law is enforced, say there are four unrelated persons living in an RM-3 zone, one of
them will have to move out. This will put
approximately 300-500 students out of
campus without a place to live." Also, this

TDfs, Tap Room get fines,
license suspensions
by Bill Swain
news editor

icad photographer

Hurry up with those new dorms!

The new East Campus Housing project is progressing as planned. The project
is scheduled for completion for occupation in August of 1991.

It's 10:00 p.m. on a Friday night
and, like many students at Clemson,
Rob is getting ready to go "downtown"
for an evening of barhopping.
Also not unlike many Clemson
students, Rob is under 21 and possesses
a fake ID.
According to Associate Vice-President for Student Affairs Almeda Jacks
approximately 75 percent of the student
population at Clemson is under the age
of 21, resulting in a large number of
fake ID's. Jacks estimated approximately 85 percent of those under the
age of 21 have their own or have access
to false identification.
As a result of the investigation following the death of student Shannon
Gill last Dec, the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission (ABC) has fined
TD's Lounge and the Sloan Street Tap
room $1,500 each and suspended their
licenses to serve alcohol for 15 days,
according to Frank L. Valenta, an attorney for the ABC.
Gill allegedly visited TD's Lounge
and Sloan Street Tap Room the night of

On Nov. 28, Clemson will be
"W.O.W.ed."
W.O.W., or walk on Wednesday,
is to be a day in which everyone in the
Clemson community will modify their
driving habits to show support for the
American and Allied troops in Saudi
Arabia. By depriving themselves of a
daily convenience the participants
hope to convey a simple message to
the soldiers in the Middle East: "We
love you, we care about you and are
behind you 100 percent."
The idea for this event originated
in a Language and International Trade
class. Professor John Bednar wanted
to draw attention to the subjects surrounding gasoline produced energy,
but it evolved into much more.
As support for a "driveless day"
began to build, it became apparent
that this concept had far reaching
potential. Those involved seek to
show that they could symbolically
suffer side by side with the soldiers.
Bednar said.
The idea was then taken to University President Max Lennon and
.binet: where it attained overwhelming support. One of the older
members of the cabinet even remarked
that he would be willing to walk the
10 mile trip from and to his house, he
said.

The Mayor of Clemson, Larry
Abernathy, also has acknowledged
his support for the event.
Student Senate passed a resolution supporting the activity and the
Faculty Senate stated in their minutes
that they commended the Language
and International Trade class for it's
interest and action.
According to Bednar, on Wednesday, Nov. 28, all people should refrain
from using their automobiles. For
those students who commute from a
distance too great to walk there will
be parking lots available on the
highways to Clemson. The National
Guard Armory, the Ingle's supermarket on Highway 93, and the
Huddle House parking lot on Highway
123 will all be supplemental parking
so that those students may walk to the
campus in support.
There will be shuttles available
for handicapped and late night participants. The parking lots will be
directed by R.O.T.C. cadets and everyone will be given a yellow ribbon
to wear.
This event will be covered by both
local and national media, including a
camera crew from C.B.S. The hope is
that this small gesture will become a
w eekly occurrence on anational scale.
Bednar said.
Ann Gersna, a member of the or-

see DRIVE, page 12

her death.
Gill died after falling from a third
floor ledge outside a window in the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house on
campus. Her blood alcohol content
(BAC) was .17 percent. A person is
legally drunk \Vith a BAC of .10 percent.
Valenta said the ABC commission
"will be issuing formal orders in each of
the cases explaining the basis of their
decision." The date the suspensions
will take effect will be in that order, he
said. There is usually a 10 day delay
from the time the suspension is issued
before an establishment must stop
serving alcohol, Valenta said. "I anticipate the suspension period will start
around Dec. 1. The commissioners have
told me that the dates will not include
Christmas vacation.
Although Valenta could not comment on the specifics of the cases, he
said the decision was made as a result of
testimony by the owners of the bars and
Clemson students.
Tim Holiday, one of the owners of
TD's Lounge refused to comment on
the case of if an appeal will be filed until
the official order is given by the ABC.

Car hits waUdng
studenton-campus

Wo Driving Day' to show
support for troops abroad
by Brandon Grace
staff writer

see ZONE, page nine

by Bill Swain
news editor

Kim Hannah/siaff phoiographer

Theta Chi fraternity reorganized
by Susan Biggers
assistant news editor
The decision by Theta Chi National
Fraternity to reorganize its Eta Alpha
chapter at Clemson resulted in the
suspension of 27 members who have
expressed dissatisfaction in the reorganization process.
National representatives interviewed each member before the decision was made determining who would
and who would not remain as active
members.
A letter mailed to The Tiger written
by three of the suspended members
states that "it is the feeling of the
brotherhood that the selection process
was determined before the interviews
by Cliff Cole (former president who
had been inactive since his resignation
in February 1990) in conjunction with
the National fraternity months ago."

"We feel that there was a predetermined list when they [National] came
in of who they were going to keep and
who they were going to let go before the
Tnterviews even took place, said Jim
Jendraszek. former president of Theta
Chi prior to his suspension from the
fraternity.
Doug Schemenauer, director of
chapterservices and representative from
the national fraternity who helped in
the interviewing process, said he had
never been in contact with Cole and had
only heard his name mentioned.
He said the decision to reorganize
was based on reports from field representatives, on reports by the international fraternity leadership and
education consultant, the fraternity's
failure to attend a national convention
in the summer and the fraternity's failure

see FRAT, page 10

Three pedestrians were struck
by vehicles last weekend, according to City and University Police
reports.
Nineteen-year-old University
student, Julia Dargen Trask, a
sophomore elementary education
majorform Wilmington, N.C., was
reported as walking down the sidewalk along Bowman Field when a
car, driven by Jon Ashley Yeary,
28, veered off highway 93 in the
early Friday morning.
Yeary is not a University student.
Trask said she and two friends
were walking back from downtown
when they noticed a car, stopped at
the intersection of College Ave.
and 93, did not have its headlights
on. After the red light turned green,
she said, the car went straight instead of following the curve in the
road.
The car came up on the sidewalk
leaving no escape for Trask, she
said.
John McKenzie. spokesperson
for the University Police said Yeary
"struck the victim with his vehicle
on Bowman Field where he appar-

see HIT, page 12
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Faculty voices opinion on roll of research, teaching
by Annette Cowden
staff writer
A debate concerning the position
of research in the university environment has recently been drawing
national attention. Last year the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of the Teaching Community conducted a survey among
faculty at doctoral degree-granting
institutions regarding this issue.
Sixty-two percent said teaching
effectiveness should be the primary
criterion for faculty promotions,
however, 54 percent said it was
difficult for a person to achieve
tenure without publishing.
The president of Stanford Donald
Kennedy told the New York Times
that research has gradually displaced teaching as the principle
concern of many faculty members.
Paul Richards Director of Public
Communications at Brigham
Young University stated that BYU
has addressed the issue directly in
an effort which includes finding
inadequate teachers who use research as an escape from the classroom.
Overemphasized research af-

fects undergraduates in many ways.
Pressure to publish in professional
journals and obtains grants can
translate into less time available to
students, according to various faculty members who wish to remain
anonymous.
Largerclass sizes tend to emerge

been posed to eliminate undergraduate programs in order to savor
graduate education, these suggestions are extreme, and would never
be implemented, he said.
Dr. Mark Thies, an associate
professor of chemical engineering,
believes that research is generally

for this disequilibrium: financial
motivations and University prestige.
Many grants provide for the
payment of overhead costs to cover
costs of administering the grant.
These indirect costs are a percentage of the grant added on to the

"One reason for this is that it is much easier to count dollars ofthe number of publications
than to evaluate teaching effectiveness."
Dr. Mark Thies
associate professor of chemical engineering
as faculty gave less time to teach
classes.
The issue of research and
teaching has developed a significant
amount of concern here at Clemson
because the University is in the
process of defining its future goals.
Historically, Clemson has derived its strength through an emphasis on teaching, said Dr. Allen
Dunn, Faculty Senate president.
However, with increasing frequency, faculty members who
placing their emphasis on teaching,
complain that their salaries are lower
than those who have placed emphasis on research, Dunn said.
A few suggestions have even

emphasized more than teaching in
tenure and promotion decisions at
Clemson. According to Thies, "one
reason for this is that it is much
easier to count dollars of the number of publications than to evaluate
teaching effectiveness."
Faculty are commonly denied
tenure because of lack of sufficient
research, Dr. Fitch, an Alumni
Professor of Electrical Engineering, said.
He believes that the bottom line
seems overly research oriented.
Faculty members who feel
Clemson is currently emphasizing
research at the expense of quality
teaching cited two major reasons

total monies received for the University administration to use at their
own discretion.
Clemson assesses these costs to
be 52 percent ofthe grant requested
by the investigator.
The College of Sciences values
and respects these types of funds
that provide for overhead costs more
than grants which do not, even if
research of higher value is sacrificed, stated one science professor.
Research also provides a great
deal of prestige for a university, and
helps insure the credibility of a
graduate's degree, said several faculty members.
However, these faculty mem-

bers also believes that excellent
teaching will help graduates in the
long run and the search for prestige
through research should not overshadow quality teaching.
Faculty members who feel
Clemson is currently achieving an
appropriate balance between research and education stress a need
to stay current in a field. Intellectual
stimulation derived from research
overflows into the classroom, Jose
Suarez, director of the Language
and International Trade Program
said.
Fitch countered this by saying
that only a small amount of research
is comprehendible by his lower level
students, and therefore provides
little enhancement in teaching.
University President Max
Lennon emphasizes teaching without diminishing the importance of
research. He believes the faculty's
debate concerning the importance
of each reflects their commitment
to education and dedication to
achieving the proper balance.
He also said that sacrificing
quality in teaching and student interaction time for research is unacceptable behavior at Clemson.

Citizens and Southern National
Bank creates endowment,
scholarship fund

FYI!
Identify the Middle Eastern countries

answers on page three

Marty Baumann, Gannett News Service

by Craig C Kling
staff writer"
The Citizens and Southern
National Bank (C&S) of South
Carolina has established a
$ 100,000 endowment to benefit
students and faculty in
Clemson's financial management program.
The bank has established the
C&S Academic Excellence
Fund in Financial Management
to be used for student and faculty
enrichment programs, equipment purchases and academic
initiatives to enhance teaching,
research and service in financial
management.
C&S is also providing
$ 15,000 for the Harvey B. Gantt
Scholarship Endowment Fund
to help boost Clemson's minority enrollment and $10,000 for
the Utsey Chamber Music Series Endowment.

According to Robert V.
Royall Jr., chairman ofthe board
of C&S of South Carolina, "the
continuing support of higher
education in South Carolina remains a vital part of our
company's philosophy. We are
pleased to make this contribution
to Clemson University for the
ongoing growth and development of our state."
According to University
President Max Lennon, the gift
represents "a meaningful corporate investment in higher
education and particularly in
Clemson University.
We are proud to be a partner
with C&S in working to address
the needs of our students, our
state and the business community."
The C&S gift is part of
Clemson's $62-million capital
fund drive known as The Campaign for Clemson.

Senate kills new away C. A.T.S. compares to East Campus Store in pricing
game ticket sales proposal
by Brandon Grace
staff writer

by Bill Swain
news editor
Student Senate business slowed
following the shortened week because of fall break.
Several key Senate and Student
Government officials were absent
because of a national convention of
student government leaders in New
Orleans.
A total of five pieces of legislation were brought to the senate floor
Monday.
Resurfacing from several weeks
ago was a resolution entitled "The
Week Before."
The resolution states that tickets
for away football games should be
sold one week prior to that game
and sales should continue throughout the week until all available
tickets are sold.
Originally submitted on Oct. 22,
the resolution was sent back to the
athletic committee for more thorough research and was to be dealt
with at a later date.
This week the legislation returned from committee without any
significant changes or any additional research.
Senators brought up questions

student senate
concerning the costs incurred by
the athletic department as a result
of the additional selling dates.
Athletic Committee Chairman
John McKenzie said the issue was
not a matter of money but a matter
of convenience and the cost of
paying personnel to sell the tickets
should not be considered when
making a decision whether or not to
pass the resolution.
The resolution "clearly failed"
when called to a vote, Senate Pro
Tempore Keith Melton said.
Three other pieces of legislation
called "Rules Amendments" dealt
with errors in the Student Handbook. The new legislation corrected
the errors and clarified "the definition of Quorum." All three passed
with little or no debate.
Finally, Student Senate voted to
support the Language and International Trade Program to "Walk on
Wednesday" to show support for
American and Allied troops in Saudi
Arabia.
The resolution passed receiving
only one nay vote from Senator
John McKenzie.

On a student's budget, every
penny counts. It is also convenient
to satisfy your shopping list in
just one stop. These are major
dilemmas when a student goes
out to stock up in his or her refrigerator. So with this in mind
the student can go one of two
places with out leaving the campus, the East Campus Store or
C.A.T.S.
The East Campus Store located
near Thornhill Village, Calhoun
Courts and the high-rises is run
by A.R. A. They provide a numerous variety of products for their
customers including canned
goods, fountain drinks and fresh
produce. The East Campus Store
shopper will also find a number
of hot food items such as soup,
chili and hot dogs.
C.A.T.S., orClemson Apparel
Tiger Supply, is the West Campus
alternative located in the Union
Loggia.
This store provides a wide
variety of canned soda, chips,
candy and many other popular
snack items. Many popular
magazines and post cards are also
available.

Marjorie Clark/staff photographer!

The East Campus Store has slightly higher prices
on some items but carries a wider selection of
food.
As far as saving money is concerned, one is as good as the other.
Both stores offer prices comparable
to local convenience stores. For
example a 12 ounce can of soda
costs 50 cents at both locations and
a 16 ounce drink is 65 cents at
C.A.T.S. and 70 cents at the East
Campus Store. To save money it
doesn't really matter where you go.
The difference between these
stores is in the products they offer.
The East Campus Store's wide ar-

ray of canned and boxed goods,
makes it better for the student
looking to fill his or her shelves
with a month's worth of food.
However to just grab a snack,
C.A.T.S. is just as cheap as the
East Campus Store.
So for those who live in
Johnstone or the shoeboxes who
want to stock their shelves with
goodies, until A.R.A. builds a
West Campus Store, you will just
have to walk across campus.
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Coming Up!
Nov. 16

Pep rally at 7:00 p.m. in the stadium
followed by a Tiger Band concert.

17

Book signing: Coach Frank Howard
will be signing his new book entitled
The Clemson Legend, Howard from
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. at the University
Bookstore.

19

CU Chamber Orchestra will perform in
TillmanAuditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Dave Dravecky, former San Francisco
Giant's pitcher, will speak at 9:30 p.m.
in Tillman Auditorium.

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Jacinta Warren does her part to top USC in the blood drive.

Clemson, USC compete in blood drive
by Beth Arthurs
copy editor
Several events have taken place
this week to generate spirit for the
state's biggest football rivalry,
Clemson and South Carolina.
The Sixth Annual Clemson vs.
Carolina Blood Drive kicked off
.the festivities Tuesday and will run
through 5:00 p.m. today in the
Palmetto Ballroom. The blood drive
will benefit the Carolina/Georgia
Blood Center and the Foothills
Regional Blood Center.
Donors receive free t-shirts,
pizza and yogurt in the event which
is sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega,
Angel Flight, and Arnold Air Society.
On Wednesday Clemson's Student Government representatives
hosted Student Government leaders
from USC for the day. The purpose

of the exchange was to give leaders
a chance to share ideas and understand the operation of both
university's student governments.
On Thursday the Clemson football players began the traditional
"beating of the drum" on the football practice field. Army ROTC
cadets took over and will continue
beating the drum at Frank Howard's
Rock until game time tomorrow.
Barnyard Burn II will be tonight
at 7:00 p.m. at Memorial Stadium.
Coach Ken Hatfield and the football team captains will torch an
effigy of a chicken in the barnyard.
A pep rally and a laser light show
will follow. Clemson students received "Barnyard Burn II" t-shirts
with their football game tickets.
Two concerts will take place
tonight. The Smithereens will
perform at Littlejohn Coliseum at
8:00 p.m. For more information on

the concert or tickets, contact the
University Union Information Desk
at 656-2461.
The Tiger Band will be in concert at 8:00 p.m. at Memorial Stadium. A collection of the band's
half-time performances from the
1990 football season will be featured
in "Pass in Review." The concert is
free and open to the public.
"Don't Mess With Clemson,"
an anti-litter campaign, will begin
during the Clemson-Carolina game
this year and continue through the
1991 football season. Fans will be
encouraged to place their aluminum
cans in containers designated for
recycling and marked with the slogan.
Funds raised from the recycling
campaign, originated by Clemson
alumnus Tom O'Connor, will be
donated to Ronald McDonald
House and other charities.

20

"Sexual Expectations," short skits on
socializing and dating for students at
7:00 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium.

22-23 Thanksgiving Break
26

Student / Faculty art sale in the
Rudolph Lee Gallery in the College of
Architecture.

27

Music "La Piemontoise" at 8:00 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium.

28

Debate between students and faculty at
7:30 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.

29

CU Choral Ensemble at 8:00 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium.

Student Government
discontinues shuttle service
by Craig C Kling
staff writer
Effective in Jan., all University
operated shuttle busses, at all times,
will be operated by the University
Department of Parking Services.
Currently, Student Government
operates one shuttle bus on each
side of campus from 3:30 p.m. until
1:00 a.m.
Most shuttle busses on campus
are already operated by Parking
Services. The shuttle busses that
Student Government presently operates are completely funded by
them, including pay for the drivers
and gasoline money, according to
John W. Pace, the director of parking
services.
"All busses will run as close to

the regular routes as possible." He
went on to say, "The main difference will be that there will no longer
be an overlapping of shuttle bus
service from 3:30 until 5:30," which
is when the service provided by
Parking Services currently ends.
"We will provide two busses to
each side of campus from 5:30 p.m.
until 1:00 a.m." Pace said, "Hopefully we can provide better service
to the residents of Thornhill Village
and East Campus through the addition of one shuttle bus."
Pace concluded by saying,
"Student Government requested
that we (parking services) take
over the routes, since they are expensive to operate. We are happy to
take them over since there has been
a demonstrated need for them."

Kcviu laytor/hcdd pl.uiu^ruplwr

The shuttle busses owned by Student Government will be turned over to the
University Parking Services office for daily operations.

Greeks losing ground against administration, alcohol laws Answers to
the FYI from
page two.

by Cameron Boland
staff writer

Over the past two years, the
fraternity system at Clemson has
had to weather some real problems.
In 1988, Beta Theta Pi became
the first fraternity to be suspended
in the 20-year history of the Greek
System here at Clemson. Since then,
two more fraternities. Alpha Tau
Omega (ATO) and Pi Kappa Alpha
(PKA), have been suspended, one,
Theta Chi. is being reorganized by
the national office, and others have
been put on probation.
Rick Barnes, associate director
of student development activities,
said that "all of the major problems
that the fraternities have run into,
with the possible exception of
Omega Psi Phi (Omega Psi Phi was
put on probation last fall for hazing), were alcohol related."
He also said the reason that al-

cohol related issues have been thrust
into the spotlight is because
"society's view and treatment of
alcohol has seen many changes over
the last 5-10 years."
The Inter-Fraternity Council
(IFC) has been struggling with an
alcohol policy for some time now
and is making definite progress although nothing concrete has been
decided upon.
A great deal of pressure is being
put on fraternities from within the
national organizations to come up
with their own alcohol and social
policies before one is forced upon
them as a result of some negative
action by a fraternity or fraternity
member.
Almeda Jacks, associate vicepresident for student affairs, feels
that "fraternities do tremendous
things for the school and community, more publicity is needed (in
that area)." Also, "most fraternities

face alcohol problems. A few years
ago it was hazing. Fraternities as a
whole will have to take a new direction if they hope to remain a vital
part of campus life," she said.
The IFC has been seriously considering off campus housing for
several years.
They cite fire code problems,
lack of space, and a general lack of
facilities as prime motivations to
move off campus. Many, if not most,
social functions are now held off
campus as a result of the enforcement of new. more strict social
policies. Barnes said.
Bames feels that money is a
major stumbling block that prevents
most fraternities from making the
move. "The system is only 20 years
old. so they (the fraternities) don't
have enough money set aside." he
said.
According to Jacks, "one year
ago, a firm package was presented

in which the University would provide the land for the construction of
a 'fraternity row,' and only two
fraternities could afford to build."
She does not feel that it would be a
good idea to have some fraternities
on fraternity row and some in the
fraternity quad.
Both Bames and Jacks noted
that the problem is not limited to
fraternities. Sororities across the
country have had their share of
problems too. Bames made it clear,
though, that "women's systems
have been ahead of men's because
they made changes long ago and
they trouble has come over to the
men's side."
Jacks stressed that "the Student
Development Office. Rick Barnes
in particular, is trying to work with
the fraternity system and make it
work. The administration is by no
means opposed to the fraternity
system."

Answers:
1. Syria
2. Lebanon

3. Israel
4. Jordan

5. Iraq
6. Kuwait
7. Saudi Arabia
8. Bahrain
9. Qatar
10. United Arab Emirates

11. Oman
12. Yemen
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Opinions
Editorial
Zoning laws place
students in jeopardy
Once again the students of Clemson University find
themselves at odds with the wishes of the townspeople of
the city of Clemson. In particular, the latest controversy
deals with student occupancy of rental space in areas
immediately surrounding the campus.
The city has
zoning ordinances
that regulate the
number of unrelated
The city and local realtors
persons who can
should consider the welfare
occupy a given space
of off-campus students in the
zoning controversy
within that zone. For
instance, if a zone is
designated R-3, then
for any apartment rented in that zone, only three or fewer
unrelated people may live in that apartment. This
designation does not give any regard to the amount of
space inside the dwelling or to the amount of crucial space
outside the dwelling (such as parking space).
The problems arise when this ordinance is enforced.
Once the city has received a complaint, it may elect to
investigate an apartment and evict all people beyond the
allowable number. According to recent estimates,
approximately three hundred students might be immediately
affected.
The first area of concern to be addressed is the location
of these places. Most are close to campus, and it is the city
residents in these areas who are complaining.
It is unrealistic for residents who have chosen to live
close to the university to expect that the conditions in
which they purchased their homes even as recently as five
to ten years ago will continue to exist as the university
grows. Tranquility and isolation are unfortunate victims of
an increasing population, but President Lennon has
dedicated himself and the university to growth, and change
is an inevitable part of the growth process.
And few could argue that it is not more practical to
concentrate student housing within the immediate proximity
than to distribute these students about the surrounding
area. Perhaps the city needs to contemplate the loss of
revenue in which such an exodus might result.
Some have suggested that these students find shelter in
the university's housing capacities. First, the university
does not currently have sufficient housing. Second, it will
not be able to build sufficient housing in time to meet the
needs that might come to be. Third, the university' s housing
priority system handicaps a majority of the students in
question. Students who once live on campus and later
moved off come very low on the list of applicants for
available housing.
The next area of note regards the very same realtors
who have banned together to "protect" the residents and
owners of the structures they rent. These agencies have
been aware of the zoning ordinances since their inception
and have continued to rent to renters (students in particular)
knowing that the city might choose to crack down at any
moment. The fact that the realtors will have to bear the
brunt of the financial burden for uprooting these students
is small comfort to those who realize that they are living in
violation even now.
And last, it is hard to resist the notion that students are
again being played as pawns in a game in which their wellbeing is one of the last concerns on either side' s conscience.
The town wants to maintain the integrity of its environment;
the realtors want to maintain their revenue (and avoid
paying rent differences for displaced students who will
have to be put in other, probably more expensive housing).
Who is looking out for the students' investment?
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Ballad of the Outlaw Heroes

... And so this white guy came up to
me, and he was joking about how Leon
Spinks talked. He said, "Don'tcha think
he's dumb?" and laughed.
I thought to myself, if I say yes, and
talk about this brother, what will this
motherf—r think of me?
Richard Pryor

Our society's folklore is rife with
tales of outlaw heroes who found in
public sentiment enough support to
overcome the establishment's efforts
to paint them as common criminals or
people who were very much less than
romantic or noble. Invariably, history
has been kind to these rebels without
causes.
Once the public has someone with
whom they can identify, any efforts to
discredit this person are almost futile.
So instead of Robin Hood. Bonnie and
Clyde or Billy the Kid, the modern
black community has Nelson Mandela,
Marion Barry, Jesse Jackson and even
South Carolina's own Luther Taylor.
Nelson Mandela has made it very
clear that he supports movements and
leaders that some of our government's
agencies consider enemies of American
democracy. When he toured the United
States, I was almost overwhelmed at
how often his camaraderie with Communist leaders was mentioned.
First, the media was playing on a
fear that did not hold with Mandela's
primary support group, which is black.
Whites fear communism as a threat to
democracy. Why don't blacks? Well,
considering all the wonderful things
black Americans haven't gotten in our
first four hundred years in this democracy, it doesn't seem to be that big a
thing to a lot of us.
And perhaps most importantly,
Mandela survived intact from a time
paralleling the early stages of the civil
rights movement in this country. King
and Malcolm were killed. Other leaders
fell prey to human frailty. Ironically,
even as it tested him personally,

E. CHAMBERLAIN
editor-in-chief

Terry
Manning
Editorial
Editor
Mandela's very imprisonment may have
been the key to his surviving intact in
out hearts and minds. We're not going
to turn against him.
No one, black or white, is going to
say that D.C.'s Marion Barry wasn't
wrong in his use of cocaine. But the key
to his continuing popularity lies in three
areas: 1) he was set up by the government; 2) he acknowledged his addiction;
and 3) he "repented."
There are a lot of people who remember when racism was an institutional system enforced by the
government. So the government has a
history of racism. Recently, this same
government voted down a new set of
civil rights laws. Regardless of the bill's
pros and cons, this doesn't exactly endear the government to the black
populace's hearts. This creates a situation of them against us. And Barry is
one of us.
Addiction is exactly that - addiction! Addicts are not exactly the most
coherent thinkers, and they are certainly
not the most disciplined. In a lot of
minds, Barry couldn't help himself and
that weakness was exploited.
"Repentance" is a very strong word
in black culture. It cuts through laws
and legal judgments to the very heart of
our being - our relationship with the
being we celebrate as our god. Religion
is strong in the black community and
every religion allows for forgiveness. If
we cannot forgive, we instantly doom
ourselves to the day when forgiveness
is denied us. We have to forgive Barry
even when our less noble instincts would

forbid it.
And now Jesse. A running joke during meetings of our editorial board concerns the choosing of a topic. Invariable
someone will say, "What about Jesse
Jackson?" The line comes from a former
editorial cartoonist who thought Jackson was an easy target for editorializing
and would mention Jackson every week,
regardless of the appropriateness of his
suggestion.
The current controversy is his quest
for D.C. statehood and his own election
as shadow senator for the district. A lot
of people think the pursuit is trivial
(myself included) but wasn't one of his
liabilities as a presidential candidate
his never having held an elected position?
Laugh at his rhyming if you will, but
his messages remain long after he has
left. I dare Bush to come up with a
policy as all-encompassing yet simple
as "Down with Dope, Up with Hope!"
I think the president tried once with his
"Read my lips" promise and we see
where he stands now.
And Luther Taylor? When news of
a statehouse sting came out, it was sort
of expected that a few black representatives might be snared (an expectation
I can't explain), and some blacks were
indicted. But I read in the paper this
morning that Taylor alleges that his
prosecution has tried to persuade him to
lie about otherblack lawmakers indicted
in the sting.
The facts are still out, but I' vealready
read a fair number of articles wherein
Taylor's constituent's (mostly black,
the ones I've read) have tried to look
beyond the charges levied against him
by looking at the things he's done for
the community. And to top it off, the
government is trying to get him to lie on
other blacks.
Taylor has already asked himself,
"If I do, what will this sonuvagun think
of me?" Most importantly, he seems to
have asked, "What will this motherf-r
think of my community?"
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Letters

Speaking Out

Clemson football
fans taken to task

Marjorie Clark/ staff photographer

QUESTION:

What do you think the overall image of Greeks is on campus?

To the Editor,
It's about time that someone responded to all this negative
criticism of coach Ken Hatfield— particularly to a letter printed in
the last Tiger, in which the only fact stated was that Clemson has
lost two football games. It's time that the anti-Hatfield critics
quieted down.
I supported Danny Ford too. He's earned a place in Clemson
football history that no one else can claim: leading us to a national
championship. And it's a shame that he left his coaching position
under unfortunate circumstances. Maybe he was treated wrongly by
President Lennon, but this is something I'll never know for sure
(and neither will Ford's fans, or Hatfield's critics).
But while they're making Ford into a martyr, the Hatfield
bashers ought to face some facts: the NCAA was threatening
Clemson football with the "death penalty," and had Ford not been
replaced, they might have imposed it. Then we would've had no
coach Ford and no Tiger football team. And though some people
seem to think it's cute to call Ken Hatfield "Max Lennon's super
coach" and "a puppet to his desires for the football team," this is just
name-calling, and it's pretty old and tired.
I've lived in the Clemson area all my life; I've seen some great
football seasons, some so-so ones, and one or two that were poor.
But not until I reached this university did I see so many fair-weather
football fans: people who are happy to cheer for the Tigers during
a winning game but leave halfway through a losing one; people who
are eager to criticize a new coach for errors that would've been
excused in an old one (a loss to Georgia Tech, for instance); people
who claim to support the team but not its coach.
Danny Ford had plenty of detractors in his first season at
Clemson. Like any new coach, he had to earn respect. And true
Clemson fans will give coach Hatfield the same fair chance to prove
himself— they won't judge him halfway through his first season,
and they won't berate him for losing to other excellent teams, one
of which was recently ranked first in the nation.
As students, we're supposed to have the most spirit for our team,
INCLUDING THE COACH, instead of dwelling on its mistakes.
Plenty of us at Clemson aren't fair-weather fans. We're willing to
cheer for our team, not sit grumbling in the stands.
If I'm not mistaken, that's what Clemson spirit is all about.
Kris McGuire
To the Editor,
We Clemson fans are self-proclaimed to be the greatest in the
world. To be blunt, that is a bunch of crap.
Our team is 8-2 this year, and barring a major upset against
South Carolina, they will end the year 9-2 and once again attend a
major bowl. The two losses were on the road against two teams
ranked in the top ten: Virginia, with the best team in their school's
history, and Georgia Tech, with arguably the best team they have
ever had. But, there is no happiness in Tiger Town, only complaining.
Against UNC, I saw something in Death Valley I never thought
I would see. The 5,000 or so Carolina fans were making more noise
and had more enthusiasm than 72,000 Clemson fans. The great
Tiger fans were glued to their seats, negative and complaining
about everything. The UNC fans were enthusiastic about a team
that has been 2 and 20 the last two years, and 5-2-1 this year, with
a slim chance to go to a minor bowl.
There is something wrong in Tiger Town, but it is not the new
coach, not the team, not the offense, not the quarterback, IT IS THE
FANS!
It is sad when a 9-2 season evokes so much complaining, when
a 9-2 season can't be fun.
Let's designate Saturday, November 17 as "Team Appreciation"
day. When the Tigers run down the hill, let's give them a great
welcome and after the game, let's give them a standing ovation. The
"greatest fans in the world" would do this.
Paul Mahaffey

Reader offended by cartoon
Dear Sirs,
This is in response to a cartoon published in the October 26 issue
of The Tiger entitled "Foreign Exchange" drawn by "Houckster." I
am an Indian graduate student and I was deeply offended by this
cartoon.
Permit me to convey to "Houckster" and other like-minded individuals that you, your educational system, and your country do not
"educate" Indians. Only a very insignificant number of students from
India go to schools in other countries such as the United States. If you
had to "educate" Indians, your country would go bankrupt overnight

see LETTERS, page 6

The Greek system is highly overrated. They are average students like
everyone else.

Randy Swilling

With the exception of a couple of frats,
one pays hundreds of dollars for nothing but a room smal ler than Johnstone's.
They don't even have houses to live in.
What a Greek system!

I enjoy being a member of Greek life
here at Clemson. I think frats and
sororities do a lot for the less fortunate
through charitable activities

Steve Bagwell

Michael Stanchina

Walk should show support for
steps our soldiers have made
As the semester begins to wind
down (and not soon enough), students begin to hastily make arrangements for flights home to
spend the holiday season with
family and friends. Unlike years
of the recently past though, chairs
surrounding a dining room table
may remain empty as a result of a
family member's deployment to
participate in Operation Desert
Shield.
The only thing sadder than a
family member missing from
holiday festivities is Hussein's
level of insanity. Surely he didn't
think the U. S. would idly stand by
and allow for actions like his and
just who did he think would support him? This "insane Hussein"
deserves a ranking right up there
with Adolph Hitler, which is
perhaps what makes this man so
scary.
The U.S. recognized the threat
his aggression posed and responded immediately. Some may
wonder why the U.S. had to initiate
the first moves and deploy the
largest number of troops of any
nation outside the Middle East
area.. My response is that although
the U.S. may be accused of
sticking its nose in places where it
doesn't belong, I believe this
situation desperately needs U.S.
attention because of the stakes
involved.
If nothing is done to show this

SUSAN
BIGGERS

ASST.
NEWS
EDITOR
backward country that such hostile aggression will not be tolerated
by the powers of the world, then
will other similar takeovers, initiated by crazed men who have
perhaps been in that scorching
sun just a little bit too long, begin
occurring in the Middle East?
Also, let's not forget that gasoline doesn't magically appear at
the gas station when you need a
fill-up. Presently, gasoline prices
are not pleasant but they are tolerable. I heard a prediction recently that if a war broke out,
gasoline prices could go up to as
much as $3.00 a gallon. For
commuting students, including
myself, who commute from
Anderson or Greenville, this
would quite obviously become a
financial burden.
Even students with shorter
commuting distances might have
to seek housing closer to campus.
The realization of just how
much Americans depend on
transportation by car, bus, etc.
makes the thought of doing

without this form of transportation seem practically impossible.
Faculty and students disturbed
by this whole issue have organized
a Walk on Wednesday (W.O. W.),
Nov. 28, to show American and
Allied troops they are supported
100 percent. On this day, faculty,
staff, students and residents of
Clemson are asked to abstain from
driving their cars to campus or to
other areas close enough to where
they can walk. Parking lots will
be provided for commuters who
live too far away to walk to campus.
It may take a few extra minutes
to get to class, but the message
this walk will convey to American
and Allied troops and to U.S.
citizens, outweighs any extra and
frivolous hassles it may create.
Also, Professor John Bednar,
whose Language and International
Trade class the idea originated,
has said CBS News will provide
national coverage of the Walk and
as one Tiger staff member put it"It'll be nice to be recognized for
something positive instead of for
an NCAA violation."
Most importantly though, we
should remember the hassles
many men deployed to the Middle
East and their families may experience this holiday season while
messages of peace and good will
are proclaimed.
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because there are 800 million Indians in the world. Also, your system
needs highly qualified people from
the best schools in the world, as
much as the people you think you
"educate" need the opportunities in
this country. Universities in this
country will have to admit foreign
graduate students, especially in
fields such as engineering, because
they fail to find enough motivated
and hard-working Americans.
About the cows, I am rather
proud of the fact that we consider
cows (and other animals) sacred. I
am proud of the fact that we do not
slaughter animals for any purpose.
Most Indians are Hindus and Hinduism does not sanction consumption of animals by humans. In your
culture it is alright to eat a cow
because religions such as Christianity have no provisions against
usage of animals for human consumption. The culture that stems
from Hinduism is the most compassionate one that mankind has
known. And I do not feel ashamed
of that.
"Houcksters" of this country,
shed your supremacist attitudes that
are based on half-baked knowledge
about other countries and cultures.
Try to appreciate other cultures for

what they are, instead of what they
should be in your perception.
Vibhakar Modi

More readers
respond to
"The Majority"
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
letter from Ms. Sonia Jackson in the
October 26 edition of the Tiger. I
am a graduate of Bob Jones University and found her last statement
offensive in its implications. Ms.
Jackson more or less states that
white racists should apply to Bob
Jones University as they would be
accepted there, thus implying that
Bob Jones University is a racist
school.
I sympathize with Ms. Jackson
regarding the verbal attack on African-Americans by the anonymous
gentleman; however, I am appalled
at her retaliatory statements against
an institution with which she obviously is not familiar.
In my four years at Bob Jones
University, I never encountered any
form of racism. Students come from

all over the world to attend BJU,
and the atmosphere is one that promotes an interest in and a curiousity
about other cultures. While I attended there, some of the most wellknown and well-liked students on
campus were African-Americans,
Haitians, and Japanese students.
I think it is interesting to note
that the Dean of the College of
Business, the head of the math department, the head of the computer
science department, the head of the
biology department, as well as
various professors at Bob Jones
University are Clemson graduates.
I believe that if Ms. Jackson were
more familiar with the university,
her conceptions about the school
would change drastically. If she
would like to visit the school, I
would be glad to go with her, show
her around and introduce her to
several of the people who work
there. Then she will be better
equiped to pass judgment on the
University.
Tamara Arce
Dear "Majority,"
In response to your letter written
in the last week's Tiger, I think you
were way off base in your state-
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ments written about the AfroAmericans on Clemson's campus.
(Oh yeah, while my mind is on the
subject of race, we would prefer to
be called Afro-Americans and not
"Negroes".)
In reference to your statements
made about the Blacks coming to
Clemson and complaining, we came
here for the same reasons you did.
To get the best education we can.
But we don't want to be accepted
just as Clemson's minority students,
we want to be accepted as Clemson
students. Maybe it's you who needs
to go to another school, one where
you don' t have to worry about other
people trying to better themselves.
You make the statement that
Clemson is and always will be
"predominantly white." Well I think
you need to wake up and smell the
coffee. (Black coffee, that is).
I've been here just as long as you
and the number of minority students
is increasing every year. I know
you hate to hear that!
I believe I speak for all minority
students when I say that we have
just as much right to be here as you
do. And unlike you, "The Majority,"
I'm not afraid to stand up for what
I believe, so I'll sign my name.
William Bell
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Will: President should divide emotion, foreign policy

Rv
Will
By Hcnrop
George Will
syndicated columnist

WASHINGTON—When the
Secretary of State stood in the Saudi
Arabian sand and told American
soldiers they were really at home
because "Americans are at home
wherever our principles are," an
unenthralled soldier responded,
"Let's do something or go."
It will not suffice to say to the
soldier that, like an ICBM in
Wyoming or a battalion in Germany,
the Desert Shield deployment is
doing something—deterrence,
containment. The Bush administration is risking an indispensable
military asset, public opinion, because it says the goal in the Gulf is
not just deterrence and containment—but then gives a garbled
message about what the goal is .
Baker told the soldiers we must
not make the sort of mistakes made
"in the 1930s," but many of the
soldiers hearing him do not remember Elvis, much less Mussolini.
The President says the soldiers are
there because a principle is involved.
Is it that (as Baker told the troops)
' 'All nations have a right to be free,
free from aggression"? Or is it (as
Baker also said) that we are establishing "a whole new international
order"? That may take a while.
Bush says, "I'm not trying to
sound the tocsin of war'' but' 'I've
had it" with Saddam, who is more
brutal than Hitler. (Bush meant that
Hitler never abused an embassy. A
continent, but not an embassy.) Bush
says, "We're prepared to give the
sanctions time to work,'' but' 'sand
is running through the glass. I don't
think the status quo can go on for-

ever. ' There is much room between
ever."

cause Saddam cannot be allowed to

three months and forever, and surely
Bush must wait much longer.
When the embargo was imposed,
the question was: Why will this
embargo succeed when so many
have failed? There are reasons for
optimism. Iraq is dependent on a
single export; Iraq's military machine depends on spare parts. But if
the necessarily protracted process
of economic attrition is really a
strategy against Saddam rather than
a stratagem to lull Americans while
a war-fighting capability is assembled, then the embargo must be
given much more time. Otherwise,
an outbreak of war will be accompanied by a presidency-breaking outburst of cynicism.
Bush says that Iraq's aggression
will be reversed, but that the Desert
Shield deployment is "wholly defensive." But it cannot be that, if it
is to be credible as an alternative to
the embargo as a means of establishing the status quo ante (ante Aug.
2).
That reiterated goal precludes
declaring every day a victory of
containment and bringing some of
Desert Shield home. To do so would
involve defining victory merely as
deterrence.
But Baker almost makes that our
goal when he suggests U.S. participation in permanent "regional security structures," presumably to
contain Saddam, as U.S. forces in
NATO and Korea have been deterring aggression for decades.
The Vice President, saying he is
repeating something Baker believes,
says that even if Iraq withdraws
unconditionally from Kuwait,' 'we
would have to go beyond that'' be-

itain
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keep the weapons he has (chemical
and biological) or acquire those he
desires (nuclear). Saddam, says Dan
Quayle, is a murderer and a terrorist
who is destroying a nation "and that
cannot be tolerated."
Now, never mind that our newfound friend, Syria's Assad, is a
mass murderer and a certified terrorist who is devouring Lebanon.
Quayle's principle makes the embargo and Desert Shield (punitive
deterrence) merely the thin end of a
large wedge—a global U.S. duty to
punish aggression and impose cer-

American military personnel are
going to see much of the world.
And they should bring along the
judiciary. Bush says he is not preparing the nation for war. But he is
warning Saddam about war-crimes
trials.
A "top official" tells the New
York Times, "It's the budget mess
all over again—flip-flops, a message out of control and nobody in
charge." Another official says,
"We seem to be zig-zagging because sometimes it's less a matter
of a game plan and more a matter of

An expression like "I've had
it" confuses autobiography with
foreign policy, and Bush's subjectivism goes further. About Saddam
and Hitler, Bush says:' 'I don't think
I'm overstating it. I know I'm not
overstating the feelings I have about
it."
Feelings, facts, what's the difference? A lot, actually. This President wants to seem to be so serious
about substance that he does not
worry about style. He should be
told that incoherence is a substantive, not merely stylistic, defect.
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EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - FALL '90
CLASS TIME

EXAM DAY

EXAM TIME

CLASS TIME

EXAM DAY

EXAM TIME

ALL CHEMISTRY 101

SATURDAY, DEC. 15

8:00 -11:00 A.M.

THURSDAY, DEC. 13

8:00- 11:00 A.M.

ALL ACCOUNTING 201

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12

6:30-9:30 P.M.

12:20 MWF
12:20 MWF, 11:00 TTH
12:20 MWF, 11:00 T
12:20 MWF, 11:00 TH

MONDAY, DEC. 10

1:00- 4:00 P.M.

TUESDAY, DEC. 11

1:00- 4:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12

1:00- •4:00 P.M.

FRIDAY, DEC. 14

6:30 -9:30 P.M.

3:30 - 4:45 TTH
3:30 TTH

THURSDAY, DEC. 13

6:30 •9:30 P.M.

3:35 MWF
3:35 MWF, 2:00 TTH

MONDAY, DEC. 10

6:30 -9:30 P.M.

4:40 MWF

TUESDAY.DEC.il

6:30 -9:30 P.M.

ALL MONDAY NIGHT
CLASSES MEETING
AFTER 4:40

MONDAY, DEC. 10

6:30 -9:30 P.M.

ALL TUESDAY NIGHT
CLASSES MEETING
AFTER 4:40

TUESDAY.DEC.il

6:30 - 9:30 P.M.

8:00 MWF
8:00 MTWF
8:00MWTHF
8:00 MTWTHF
8:00MTTHF
8:00-9:15 TTH
8:00 TTH
9:05 MWF
9:05 MW
9:05 MF
9:05 WF
9:05 MWF, 9:30 TTH
9:05 MWF, 9:30 T
9:05 MWF, 9:30 TH
9:30 - 10.45 TTH
9:30 TT
10:10 MWF
10:10 MW
10:10 WF
10:10 MF
10:10 MWF, 9:30 TTH
10:10 MWF, 9:30 T
10:10 MWF, 9:30 TH
11:00-12:15 TTH
11:00 TTH
11:15 MWF
11:15 MW
11:15 WF
11:15 MF
11:15 MWF, 11:00 TTH
11:15 MWF, 11:00 T
11:15 MWF, 11:00 TH

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12

SATURDAY, DEC. 15

8:00- 11:00 A.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M

12:30 -1:45 TTH
12:30 TTH
1:25 MWF
1:25 MWF, 12:30 TTH
1:25 MWF, 12:30 T
1:25 MWF, 12:30 TH
2:00-3:15 TTH
2:00 TTH

MONDAY, DEC. 10

THURSDAY, DEC. 13

FRIDAY, DEC. 14

FRIDAY, DEC. 14

TUESDAY, DEC. 11

8:00-11:00 A.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

1:00-4:00 P.M.

8:00-11:00 A.M.

8:00-11:00 A.M.

2:30 MWF
2:30 MW, 2:00 TH
2:30 MWF, 2:00 T
2:30 MWF, 2:00 TH
2:30 MW
2:30 WF

ALL WEDNESDAY NIGHT
CLASSES MEETING
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12
AFTER 4:40

6:30 - 9:30 P.M.

ALL THURSDAY NIGHT
THURSDAY, DEC. 13
CLASSES MEETING
AFTER 4:40

6:30 - 9:30 P.M.
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Sorority see-saws for charity
by Susan Biggers

Groups initiate new members
Golden Key

Phi Kappa Phi

assistant news editor

by Annette Cowden
staff writer

Members of Alpha Delta Pi Sorority sponsored their eleventh annual teeter totter Wednesday and
Thursday in front of the Loggia. All
proceeds are to benefit the Ronald
McDonald House in Greenville,
said Carrie Schramm, service
chairman.

A reception was held for the
new members of the Golden Key
National Honor Society Oct. 30.
Seven hundred and sixty invitations for membership were extended to students and 440
students accepted, Dr. Bradley
Russell faculty advisor to the organization said.
Membership is extended twice
a year to junior and senior students in the top 15 percent of
their class. This year these
qualifications translated into a
minimum GPR of 3.3. A limited
number of honorary memberships
were awarded including one to
Ken Hatfield, Head Football
Coach at Clemson, according to
the reception's program.
Golden Key distinguishes itself from other honorary organizations in several ways.
Golden Key is involved in
several community service activities including the Love a Kid
campaign. Golden Key also sends
representatives to national and
regional Golden Key conferences.
Career assistance is also available for members, Russell said.

At 1:30 p.m. on Wednesday
Ronald McDonald made a personal
appearance. Clemson Nautilus has
agreed to give a three month membership to the individual who raises
the most money for the teeter totter
fund-raising effort.
The Ronald McDonald House
provides lodging facilities for
families who must travel long distances to seek medical attention for
their children, Schramm said, adding, "it's a type of home away from
home."
The cost for each night is $6.00,
she said.
The Ronald McDonald House is
near at least three Greenville hospitals. Rooms are designed for different size families and provides
washers and dryers along with
kitchens to make the stay as com-

POSTER
OFFER!

Kim Hannah/staff photographer

Members of the Alpha Delta Pi sorority ride the seesaw to raise money for charity outside the Loggia.
fortable as possible, she said. Families are surrounded by other families so that support groups are
available.
Schramm said the sorority hoped
to raise over $4,000. The money
raised by Alpha Delta Pi will help
with the upkeep of the building, the

mortgage, electric bills and other
various costs of operating, she said.
"We helped with their fall cleaning last Saturday and it was just
incredible because it gave you a
good feeling knowing that if I ever
needed this it would be there,"
Schramm said.

1 Week FREE
Limited Time Only

Get your own
18" x24"color poster
of the coolest girl
on campus,
Laura Palmer.
Send a $3 check or M.O.
and your address to:
TWIN PEAKS
POSTER OFFER
P.O. Box 4640
Westbury.NY 11592

ATWINA
(PS. She's still dead...)

i Phil Little School Of Karate
J7th Degree Master Instructor
Monday and Wednesday
6:00 - 8:00 P.M.
At The Clemson National
Guard Armory
For More Information Call
225-8610
Anderson

Forty-eight students were invited into the honor society of Phi
Kappa Phi this semester. The
initiation ceremony was held Nov.
7.
To be eligible for membership
a junior student must be ranked in
the top five percent of his or her
class and a senior student must be
ranked in the top 10 percent of his
or her class.
This year, in order to meet
these qualifications a junior must
have a 4.0 cumulative grade point
ratio (GPR) and a senior must
have above a 3.75 GPR, said
Debbie Dunning, Public Relations
Officer of the society.
Each chapter may also invite a
limited number of graduate students, faculty, staff and alumni
who have excelled in their particular fields.
Phi Kappa Phi was founded at
the University of Maine in 1897
and has been at Clemson since
1938.
The purpose of the organization is to recognize academic
achievement in all disciplines
Dunning said.
Membership is extended twice
a year to eligible students, concluded Dunning.

1991 BSN
STUDENTS.
^iVP~ Enter the Air Force
^
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
919-850-9549
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL

CLASS RING

Are Your Clothes Ready for the Holidays?
If you're ready for Christmas break but your clothes
aren't, the Clemson University Laundry can help!
•

We can clean your silks, velvets, satins, taffetas and all
your fine holiday and cold weather garments so you will
look your best at those holiday parties.

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

•

We offer quick, dependable service at competitive prices.

•

Mending and alteration service is available.

Open 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Monday-Friday
Use the main facility at the Dillard Building
or the convenient drop stations at
ThomhiU Village and Manning Hall.

Laundry

Classes of 1990 and 1991
It is not too late to order your official, traditional Clemson
University Class Ring! Orders can be placed at the Art
and Engineering Counter in the University Bookstore.
$22.00 Deposit required and 95 Credit Hours Required
to order.

S

HERFF JONES

ZONE,
from page one
will place a financial burden on
students because they will have to
pay more for rent, utilities and
transportation, she added.
Brown stated that the Association is "not anti-homeowners, antizoning, but we feel that zoning is
very important."
The Association has proposed a
resolution that "the city of Clemson
needs to give consideration to the
rights and privileges of private rental
property owners and to consider the
impact on the city economy and the
effect on the long range property
values and corresponding tax revenue," she continued.
Hopkins told The Messenger,
"the majority of the ones that are
having the occupancy problems are
the apartments close to campus. To
me that's where your high density
(of students) should be; close to the
campus, away from the residential
neighborhoods."
Brown believes that properties
close to campus need to have a high
density of students because that is
where the students want to be and

r
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need to be. "Then they will not be
among a lot of the single family
property owners."
One member of the Association,
who wished to remain anonymous,
said that the zoning has suddenly
become a problem because of "the
recent attitude changes, that arose
with the development of University
Place, of the single family
homeowners."
The source said that if the "an
apartment has adequate space, then
more than three unrelated persons
ought to be allowed to live there.
The Clemson Rental Properties
Association believes there is a flaw
in the current zoning law. Zoning
should be based on the square footage of the facility and not on family
relationships."
"If we pull all the students out of
the city and put them on campus,
for example, we'll see a tremendous
impact in business licenses, income
for people, like carpet cleaners and
maintenance companies, fast food
restaurants. We wouldn't have the
business on 123 if it wasn't for

students," Hopkins told The Messenger.
Brown reinforced this sentiment
by adding "I truly do feel like we
would not be here if not for the
students and the University. We
would not have jobs, the city would
not have the economy it has, and we
need to grow together, live together
and work together the best we can."
Last Monday night the Clemson
Rental Properties Association met
with the Planning Commission to
determine what to actions need to
taken to alleviate the zoning problem. According to Brown, petitions
with over 350 student signatures
and 270 rental owners signatures
were given to the Planning Commission.
A request was made to allow for
more time before the city begins to
enforce the zoning law.
"The Commission returned
positive feelings towards the petitions. They were thankful for the
input and promised that these inputs
would be taken into consideration,"
she concluded.

WE NNED

Fraternity to crush car
before USC game
by Bill Swain
news editor
The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
is holding its annual service
project Saturday to benefit
People Understanding the Severely Handicapped or
P.U.S.H.
This year the fraternity is
holding a "Crush the Cocks
Carsmash" to raise money for
the national organization. The
event will allow participants to
swing a sledge hammer at a car
painted Gamecock gamet maroon.
For $1.00/swing one can
have the pleasure of wrecking
the car, according to P.U.S.H.
Chairman Thomas Pool. "It's
sort of a spirit thing too," Pool
said.
The car was donated by
Lawrence Auto Wrecking and
Junk Yard in Seneca, Pool said.

Lawrence will also pick up the
car after it has been demolished free of charge.
P.U.S.H. is an organization
founded by the Pi Kappa Phi
National Fraternity and consists of 135 chapters nationwide. Last year the Clemson
chapter raised $13,097.92 to
rank third in the country.
Pool hopes this year's
events will match or beat last
year's contributions.
With the money raised,
P.U.S.H. builds "adaptive
playgrounds where handicapped children can play," he
said. The fund also supports
educationahprograms to aid
children with disabilities.
The "Carsmash" will be
held at the SNAX convenience
store across from the soccer
field from 10:00 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. before theClemson-USC
game.

afcet ^AJ^u VDnebuc
THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
AIXYOURTRADrnONALHOLIDAYFAVORrrES
PIES
Pecan

$4.99 Pumpkin......$3.99 Sweet Potato
$3.99
Thanksgiving Favorite Cakes
Spicey Pumpkin • Carrot • German Chocolate
$15.99 Regularly $18.00
All Cakes 3 layers and made from scratch just like mom!

1

The Honey Baked Ham Co.

'"Clemson Summer"

is in search of help during the holidays to fill our Sales Counter and Production
positions. We have stores located in the following states: Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North and
South Carolina, Tennessee and Utah. Please check the white pages for information
on the store nearest you.

By Steven Jordan
Signed Poster 24x32 • Price $40
Visit our Gallery at 400-1 College Avenue in Clemson, or
use the form Below. Free color brochures are available.
Just Call, write, or come by.

Other Jordan posters also available

r

Qnty

Item

Price

Unearned Poster @ $40
Call for quotes on framed posters
Sub-total

Ship to:

|

Name

j

UPS Address

SC tax 5%
Shipping

Total
1

Daytime Phone #

1

Acct.#

Sending:
Charge To:

$5.00

□ Check
□ M/C
OVisa
Erp.

Signature re quired

ALLENS' CREATIO NS, INC.
FRAME and ART G, \LLERY
R O. B ox 452 Clemson ,SC 29633
654 35 or 1 -800 66 9-2731
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FRAT, from page one
to report pledges to the national headquarters.
A second accusation in the letter by
suspended members is the "reorganization is felt to be a reaction to the
pressure exerted by ultra-conservatives
who wish to homogenize Theta Chi so
that it will fall into the ranks of other
mainstream fraternities and will achieve
a 'respectable' reputation in regards to
campus life."
"Yes, we do want to be a respectable
fraternity. Yes, we do want to be a part
of the Greek system and especially at
Clemson. We do strive for diversity in
our brotherhood and we look at that as
our strength," Schmanaur said.
Jendraszek explained the fraternity's
absence from the national convention
as the result of "a lot of miscommunication between people" and the illegal
initiations were due to a lack of education among the fraternity's members.
"(No one from the) national (fraternity) has ever come here to sit down
and explain to our sacretary or to our

treasurer exactly how to do their job.
They knew that people were here who
were illegally initiated a long time ago
but they never did anything about it to
educate us," Jendraszek said.
He said the field representatives only
checked the paper work out and talked

they think they are," he said.
Todd Smith, former assistant treasurer prior to his suspension from the
fraternity said the people that responded
to questions in a manner they believed
the National representatives wanted to
hear were suspended while individuals

'Yes, we do want to be a respectable
fraternity. Yes, we do want to be a part of the
Greek system and especially at Clemson. "
Doug Schmanaur
National Director of Chapter Services
to the officers but never said "let' s work
this out" when coming across a problem.
Representatives from the national
fraternity had explained minor problems
but "never stated a problem with that
[initiation] before and all of a sudden it
came down to illegal initiations. I don't
think they're on top of their chapters as

TypeRight
Typing Service
Term Papers • Resumes
Cover Letters • Forms

who thought their interviews went
poorly were retained as active members. "This led us to believe the whole
thing was decided before the interview
process," he said.
Cole said that he understood why
some of the accusations against him by
the suspended members were made

because he left the fraternity "not on the
best of terms" with his February 1990
resignation from the office of president.
He denied helping national representatives develop a predetermined list
of which individuals would remain in
the fraternity and said he had had previous exposure to some representatives
while he was president of the fraternity.
"I don't feel as though National
came down here without any prior
knowledge or exposure to the chapter.
I know Dave Westol and Doug
Schmanaur went through old records to
see what the field representatives had to
say about various individuals. They
didn't come down here blind," he sa; J
adding that he "felt they made the c1 xision to reorganize reluctantly tat felt
that it was something really necessary."
Cole said the fact that several
members were talked to repeatedly by
National representatives before a decision was made whether they would
remain as an active member or face

Faculty & Staff Special
Free 3 Month
Gift Certificate
at

TOTAL FITNESS
OF CLEMSON

Computer Time $10/Hour
Laser Printing Available
Software Classes 5:30-8:00 M, T, W
Introduction to PC-DOS WP,

(Formerly Clemson Nautilus)
Clemson Shopping Center
654-3066
Coupon Expires 11/30/90

Lotus 1-2-3

653-7901

What Can Make ACUVUE*
Disposable Contact Lenses
Even Better?

Introducing

A Free Trial Pair!

Beef and/or Turkey
30% Less Fat

I We want to open your eyes to the
i convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
) Disposable Contact Lenses.
Come in for an eye exam.
If ACUVUE is right for you, we'll give
you a tree trial pair.
ACUVUE" The First Disposable Contact Lens

Call
653-DRCS
BI-LO Plaza

examination and other professional service fees are not included in this free trial pair offer.

THE VISION CENTER
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass "The Commons" in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322
— k-

STEREO EQUIPMENT

,$s> tx^c>
""
Professional
Car Stereo & Installation
Car Stereo * Car Alarms • Cellular Phones • Custom Installation
"If Your Car Can Take It, We Can Make It!"
3907 Clemson Blvd., Anderson, SC 29621
(803) 224-0708

suspension shows that they did not come
down here close minded.
The skills that the suspended members are accusing the national fraternity
of not teaching them are leadership
skills presented at activities held by the
National fraternity at regional and national conferences which the fraternity
did not attend, he said.
As far as the overall Inter Fraternal
Council (IFC) is concerned, the fraternity has remained at the bottom of the
academic list, athletic list and the fund
raising list, he said.
No perimeters have been established
and National has every intention of
allowing Theta Chi to create whatever
it wants for itself as long as it can be
competitive, Cole said.
Theta Chi is going through a
recolonization process in which informal sessions, interviews with perspective pledges, and discussion sessions
have been held, he said adding that next
semester they would be participating in
formal rush.
The new target of Theta Chi is to be
a competitive chapter at Clemson, which
Theta Chi has not been for the past
decade, he said.

Student Travel
Catalog!
Everything you need *o
know about:
•Student Travel
• Air Fares
• Rail Passes
• Car Rental/Leasing
•Work Abroad
•Study Abroad
•Int'l Student & Teacher ID
& MUCH MORE'!!
CALL for your FREE copy!

Council Travel
12 Park Place South
Atlanta

1-800-877-2433

"M fllNrVERSITYOF

Miami
A Cl.OBAI HN1VF.RSITY

EDUCATION
FOR THE
REAL WORLD
Graduate degree programs
(MA, PhD) in International
Affairs with an emphasis
on contemporary policyrelevant issues.
AREA CONCENTRATIONS:
Latin America, Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe,
the Middle East, International relations, Interamerican relations, international business management, comparative
development, strategic and
national security studies.
Fellowships and other
financial aid available.
Apply by February 15.
—*

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
RO. BOX 248123
CORAL GABLES, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
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Young Democrats hold Arnold Air Society salutes POW's, MIA's
by Beth Arthurs
camp-out for the homeless copy
editor
by Craig C Kling
staff writer

On the evening of Saturday
Oct. 27 to Sunday Oct. 28, the
Clemson Young Democrats held
a camp-out for the homeless on
Bowman Field.

"For the most part," Smith
said, "only about 30 percent of
the homeless people actually live
on the street. The rest live week
to week on paychecks in apartments or with friends. If they
should happen to get sick, they
will be on the street."

According to Young Democrat President Aimee Smith, the
camp-out "was to raise awareness about the homeless and to
show others that these people
are out there."

"The average age of homeless men is 37 and homeless
women is 32. Also, about 30
percent of homeless people are
mental cases and about 30 percent are drug addicts," she said.

The campers, which included
13 non-members in addition to
the 11 members of the Young
Democrats who participated,
slept in cardboard boxes with
nothing but blankets.

In addition, the number of
homeless people on the streets is
about 3000 in Greenville, a city
with a high per-capita income.

The camp out started at 5:00
p.m. on Saturday evening and
ended at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday
afternoon for a total of 20 hours
when daylight savings time is
taken into account.

The group managed to raise
about $ 170, which, according to
Smith, "is good, since most of it
was nickels and dimes." All of
the proceeds went to the Place
for Hope in Greenville, which
helps homeless people in the
city.

News writers must attend the meeting Sunday
November 25, at 8:30 p.m.

m
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A PRIVATE CLUB

654-2059
Home of the tiger
girl poster contest.
Friday, Nov. 30
$1,000.00 Prize

Clemson University Air Force
ROTC cadets held a 24-hour
candlelight vigil last weekend to
commemorate Veterans' Weekend and to remember prisonersof-war
(POW)
and
missing-in-action (MIA) soldiers
of the longest war in U.S. history,
the Vietnam conflict.
The vigil began at midnight
Friday, Nov. 9, at the Veteran's
Memorial in Cleveland Park in
Greenville. Col. William Austin, a former prisoner-of-war and
a former professor of aerospace
studies at Clemson University,
addressed the audience during a
brief ceremony there.
Clemson
University's
Pershing Rifles fired a 21-gun
salute following Austin's speech.
Air Force ROTC cadets lit
candles in honor of the POW's
and MIA's and then brought the
flam.; back to campus to continue the vigil on the steps of
Tilliuan Hall until midnight Saturday, Nov. 10.
The vigil was sponsored by
Clemson's Arnold Air Society.

Don't Miss This!
Tuesday, Nov. 20
at 10:00 pm
LIVE
Widespread Panic
No Advance Tickets,
So Be There Early.
Members
$6
Guests
$8

****************************

live Bands On The Wav
Monday, Nov. 26 Eric Johnson
Tuesday, Nov. 27 In Decision
Tuesday, Dec. 4 Stairway To Heaven
(Tribute To Led Zeppelin)

Clemson University

4

CHINESE RESTAURANT

LUNCH
TUESDAY-SATURDAY
11:30 am-2:00 pn
Golden
Dragon

Ole
Norm's

Thunderbird
Inn
Bi-Lo
to Central

DINNER
SUNDAY.TUESDAY THURSDAY
5:00 pm - 9:30 pm
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 pm- 10:00 pm
at Hwy 93
Next to
,..,
Thunderbird Inn
D04-i00l

n
HOW TO GET THE BIGGEST
& BEST DIAMOND
YOU CAN AFFORD

SENECA MARINA
PRESENTS...

THE"MUNDAHS

II

Straight from Hilton Head Island

At SkateD's we want you to know more about diamonds before you buy.
That's why we want you to sec our FREE Diamond seminar. It's your
chance to learn how the experts evaluate and judge diamonds. We know
you'll appreciate more than ever the quality and value of SkateD's diamonds.
Also every diamond comes with a written appraisal and a Diamond warranty
of our commitment to you. Why the extraordinary commitment? It's simply
because we believe good customers, Bke fine diamonds, should be forever.

One of the Southeasts Hottest Rock & Roll Bands

Friday, November 16
Saturday, November 17

MEMBER WORLD'S LARGEST BUYING GROUP

Bring in your student ID. and receive an additional 10% off any sale or regular price purchase.

Say it with a diamond!"

Pitchers Are Always $2.00
All Can Beer $1.00
Draft 50tf
Call For Shuttle

653-6900

INDEPENDENT JEWELERS ORGANIZATION

ATTENTION CLEMSON STUDENTS

Happy Hours Everyday 4-8 - 25tf Date

653-4500

®

JEWELERS

k

743 Congaree Road • Greenville S.C.
288-2501 • Mon-Sat 10:00-6:00 pm
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Service sorority 'rocks out cancer' HIT, form page one DRIVE,
from page one
by Amy Henderson
staff writer
The Gamma Sigma Sigma Service Sorority is conducting their annual "Rock Out Cancer" to benefit
the American Cancer Society Nov.
14-17, 1990. Sorority members are
rocking for three days while accepting contributions to rock out cancer.
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity is assisting bringing the total
number of participants to 250.
"We hope to receive as much as
last year, which was around $ 1,000,"
said Holly Wilson, service vicepresident.
Three locations for rockers and
contributions were set up Nov. 14 at
10:00 a.m. Anyone interested in offering their contributions may go by
Schilletter dining hall, the Loggia
and the Planning and Development
office downtown.
Participants will be rocking at
each of these locations on Wednesday from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.,
Thursday from 10:00 a.m. until 2:00
a.m. Friday morning and again from
10:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. Saturday morning just before game time.
Proceeds will be contributed to
the American Cancer Society to further their Research, Education and

Majorie Clark/staff photographei

Gamma Sigma Sigma
members rock for cancer
Service programs.
Gamma Sigma Sigma, with over
200 members, holds many service
projects throughout the year to benefit various organizations and
causes.
"We have also adopted two
highways. We help with Lila Doyle
Nursing Home. We recycle and visit
hospitals," Holly Wilson said.
"Gamma Sigma Sigma gets involved with any need people have."

ently left the road and went up on
the sidewalk."
Trask was seen by emergency
medical services (EMS) but refused
treatment and transport, McKenzie
said. She was, however, taken to
Redfern Health Center and treated
for minor leg injuries and later released. Trask said her only injury
was a bruised knee.
Yeary has been charged with
driving under the influence (DUI)
and released on $237 personal recognizance bond, according to the
report.
Also, two non-student campus
visitors were struck when they
crossed the street at the intersection of College Ave. and highway
93 Saturday afternoon, according
to Lt. Amy Cone of the City Police
Department, the investigating officer.
The victims were 16 and 17year-old females from GA. on
campus visiting. She said the driver
of the car could not see the pedestrians when they darted out in front
it. No injuries were reported, Cone
said.

ganizing class who came up with
the concept of W.O.W., said," ...It
doesn't matter what everyone else
thinks, all that matters is that the
men and women over in the desert
know that we support them."
"Regardless of the political
ramifications, we just want to show
that we are behind our friends and

#

#

family members who have been
ordered to go over there," said another member of the class.
So on that day hopefully everyone will get out and show that young
people are willing to give up their
modem conveniences to show their
support of such an important event.
W.O.W., Bednar said.

&
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Rose Hill Villas
•

*

4 bedroom 3 1/2 Bbath, kitchen with refrigerator/
ice-maker, self-clean oven, dish washer, double boawl
sink, dining room, living room with stacked rock
fireplace, garage, screened porch, deck.
Asking
$93,000

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

«

•

Rose Hill Villas
*

2 bedroom, 21/2 bath, kitchen with microwave, dish
washer, self-clean oven, refrigerator with ice-maker,
dining room, living room with fireplace, deck and
screened porce. Pool view.
Asking $76,000
Rent for $750 per month plus deposit.

Golden Woods

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

#

#

2 bedrooms, 2 baths $475 per month plus deposit
2 bedrooms, 1 bath $375 per month plus deposit

*

Peaceful Vallev

•

♦
#

House with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, great room with
fireplace, double garage
Asking $67,500

Call Elizabeth
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
654-4339 or 654-4344

*

«

$

$

$

*

♦

W NEWS WRITERS! '.
•There is a mandatory meeting Sunday, Nov. 25 at*
• 8:30 to discuss honoraria and meeting deadlines. •
•'«"•

The Clemson Student Phonathon is pushing to reach a goal of half
a million dollars in academic support during this Centennial year.
The callers gratefully acknowledge these businesses for their
sponsorship of Clemson's annual fund drive.
BASH RIPROCK'S
BRAVO'S
COLUMBO'S PIZZA
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DR. C'S
GOLDEN CORRAL FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
GRANNY ZUERCHER'S BAKERY
JUST BARBECUE

LOS HERMANOW
NICK'S
SUBWAY SANDWICHES
TCBYYOGURT
TD'S
THE ZOO
WHIRL'S
YE OLDE SANDWICH SHOPPE

K CLEMSON

LOYALTY FUND

For further information, call the Clemson Loyaly Fund Office at (803) 656-5896
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Chip East/senior staff photographer

Open mics hit Clemson
by Dean Lollis
intermim Time-out editor
Two performers, one with a set of small drums and
the other with an acostic guitar, sit on two stools behind
a makeshift stage, each nervously trying to prepare to
face the growing crowd at the local night club.
Many of the people had not come here to hear the
performers and you won't find their names in lights out
front beckoning passers-by to come in and listen.
They anxiously glanced out at the people, many of
whom had their backs turned to the stage, as they
warmed up and carefully tuned their instruments. They
were so nervous in fact that they had trouble playing.
Their identites and sometimes their music were lost
in a sea of smoke, laugther and spinning pool balls. Yet,
they continued to play to the sometimes appreciative
audience.
It was a phenomenon called "Open Mic" night and
these peformers were trying their best to gain some
experience in playing before people at a local night spot.
The environment was not one that an experienced
performer would have probably appreciated. For
someone new to performing, however, it may have been
very welcome.

Open Mic night is a good opportunity to start learning
to play in front of people. You can't buy that opportunity
in alot Of places.

John Stamey
Last Chance Music

During an Open Mic night, entertainers get up in
front of an open microphone and show the crowd what
talents they possess. This talent can be singing, comedy
or musical talent.
The performers give a short routine and then retire to
allow other performers the same chance.
"Open Mic night is a good opportunity to start
learning to play in front of people," says John Stamey,
organizer of "Open Mic" night at Fast Break. "You
can't buy that opportunity in alot of places."
Open Mic nights have popped up all over the Clemson
area. Los Hermonos and The Zoo have held them in the
past, in addition to several other local groups.
The Fast Break Sports Bar recently introduced Open
Mic night as a way of showcasing local talent and
entertaining its customers.
One of the problems that results from Open Mic

nights, according to Stamey, is scheduling acts. On the
night at Fast-Break, Stamey says he had scheduled ten
acts but would only expect about five of those to show
up.
"The musicians in the area want more opportunity to
play." he says. "But they don't want to come out."
In an effort to help generate some enthusiam for open
mic nights and the local entertainment scence, Stamey
has introduced the Rock and Roll Times. The Rock and
Roll Times is available around the area and provides
such insights as top alternative and jazz songs, in
addition to features on acts at regional clubs. He hopes
it will be a way of promoting Open Mic nights.
Maybe this phenomenon of Open Mic night will
catch on in the Clemson area. Where else can nervous
would-be musicians learn to play in front of a less than
attentive audience?
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time-out
briefs
Former coach to
sign new book
The
University
Bookstore will sponsor
Coach Frank Howard
signing his new book,
entitled The Clemson
Legend, Howard.
The book signing will
take place from 10 a.m.
to 12 p.m., Saturday,
Nov. 17th at Orange
Station (Gate 5 Littlejohn
Coliseum). Books for
purchase are available at
the University Bookstore
Frank Howard
and Orange Station.
The book written by Coach Howard and friends consists of 240 pages of humorous, entertaining stories and 94
pictures.

Clemson Players
'Present Laughter'
The Clemson Players will present their version of Noel
Coward's "Present Laughter" Friday through Sunday,
Nov. 13-17, in Daniel Hall Auditorium.
The play is a comedy about a famous London actor,
Garry Esserdine, cursed with both charm and popularity.
Beset by women who show up at his door having forgotten
their latch keys and a playwright who desperately wants
his play published, Esserdine is making seemingly futile
preparations for his theatrical tour of Africa.
"Present Laughter" is directed by Chip Egan, theatre
professor and head of the department of performing arts at
Clemson University, with scenery and lighting design by
David Hartmann. The cast includes English graduate
student Stephen Woods as Garry, theatre faculty member
Wendy Overly, who plays Monica, Garry's personal
secretary; and other new and familiar Clemson Players
faces.
Performances begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4 for the
general public, $2 for Clemson faculty and staff, and free
to Clemson students. Tickets will be available at the door,
but to order in advance, or for any other information about
the play, call the Clemson University box office at 6562461.

Chamber Orchestra
performs Monday
The University Chamber Orchestra will perform in
concert Monday, Nov. 19, at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.
The student orchestra, directed by assistant professor
of music Cynthia Scully Pfender, will perform Corelli's
"Concerto Grosso Opus 6, No. 8" (The Christmas Concerto); Missouri composer Claude T. Smith's "Prelude
On An Early American Folk Hymn" ; Ralph Vaughan
Williams' "Fantasia on Greensleeves," adapted from his
opera, "Sir John in Love; and Benjamin Britten's "The
Simple Symphony."
The program features solo performances by Michael
Carter, Nancy Rogers, Mandy Hays, Trent Moore and
Hope Page.
The 18-member chamber orchestra concert is open to
the public at no charge.
For further information, contact the department of
performing arts at 656-3043.

Tiger Band to start new
tradition Friday
The University Tiger Band will begin a new tradition
Friday, Nov. 16, in Clemson Memorial Stadium.
Immediately following the 8 p.m. "Barnyard BunV
the band will present its first Pass-in-Review concert
featuring the full 270-member marching band in a onehour performance of favorite pre-game and halftime music,
along with traditional school songs. The Flag Corps, the
Tiger Twirlers and the Rally Cats will also participate in
the program.
The band will be set up on the "home" side of the
stadium (north stands), and concert-goers are encouraged
to bring a blanket and sit in the south stands.
Concession stands will be open.
The program is open to the public at no charge. In case
of rain, the concert will be held in Jervey Gym. For
information, contact the Clemson University performing
arts department at 656-3043.
Releases from Clemson University News
Services, CU Bookstore

Travis relaxes with heroes
by Dean Lollis
interim Time-out editor
In a few short years, Randy Travis has established himself
as one of the cream of the crop of the country music industry.
After the years of hardwork, Travis sits backs and relaxes
with his latest release, Heroes and Friends.
Heroes and Friends isjust what the name implies. Travis
has gathered together some of his heroes in the country music
business and created some of the greatest duets to be recorded
in a long time. Travis says, "These artists have been heroes
to me most of my live and over the past few years, I am happy
to say, have now become friends."
This album is chock full of legendary country music
performers such as Waylon Jennings, Tammy Wynette,
George Jones, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Merle Haggard
and Vern Gosdin.
In his introductory and title song for the album, "Heroes
and Friends," Travis sings, "I've found only two things that
last 'til the end/One's your heroes, the other's your friends."
This album hits off with a Travis, Dolly Parton and Chet
Atkins team effort that sets the tone for the rest of this album,
"Do I Ever Cross Your Mind." This is a song that looks back
on an old love that has gone bad and asks that old lover if they
ever remember the way things used to be.
From the first song on to the last, each song seems to say
something about the co-performer or the generation. For
instance, the duet with Willie Nelson, "Birth of the Blues,"
looks at how the blues got started and makes the assessment
that the Southland gave birth to the blues.
Another duet with Vern Gosdin, "The Human Race,"
looks at the ironies in life, such as "We've got radios and
code-a-phones, computer / We've hung satellites in space /
Now everbody's talkin' / So tell me why we can't commu-

Album Review
nicate."
Probably one of the most appealing songs on this album is
a duet with Travis and George Jones. The song, "A Few Ole
Country Boys," presents Travis as looking up to Jones as his
mentor and Jones as welcoming Travis to the country music
industry. The song ends with a summation of country music
by saying, "There's a lot of truth you know in our kind of
songs. About the life you're livin' and how loves done you
wrong."
Other heroes of Travis's, who are not exactly known as
country music performers, make appearances in duets with
Travis. B.B. King, noted blues guitarist appears in the bluesy
"Waiting on the Light to Change." Travis also has brought in
one of his heroes from the big screen, Clint Eastwood, who
team up on the entertaining "Smoking the Hive."
The albums ends with a song that almost everyone knows,
"Happy Trails." For this version of happy trails, however,
Travis teams up with the legendary cowboy Roy Rogers for
a remake of the classic western.
Being a recent new-comer to country music, it is obvious
that Travis has looked up to a lot of the performers who
appear on this album. Fortunately, he took the time to sit
down with his heroes and put together this album.
The over-all appeal for this album comes from the fact it
sounds as if could have been made from a couple of entertainers
sitting on the back porch, playing a little guitar, and singing
an old favorite. Country music fans have come to have high
expectations for an album by Randy Travis and once again,
he has delivered an album that will certainly fulfill these
expectations.

Young looks to hit the road with
rejuevenated Crazy Horse
I want to do a straight ahead thing and play the arenas with the
echoing, thundering sound of the Horse.
Neil Young
By Pat McGlynn
staff writer
This summer Neil Young was quoted as saying that there
was no longer a "strong pocket " of Rock n' Roll working
anywhere. The reunion album of Neil Young and Crazy
Horse may just start a revival, and that is what the whole
record is about — calling to mind the old times.
Crazy Horse is comprised of Frank "Poncho" Sampedro
on guitars, Billy Talbot on bass and Ralph Molina on drums.
As usual, Neil Young sings lead while wielding his guitar, but
the entire band contributes on vocals.The Horse is not
glamorous and they are not pretty; they don't have a
gimmick or a commercial sponsor; they are not even overtly
marketed. However, they might just be the greatest pure
Rock n' Roll band breathing today.
To get the feel and inspiration of this new effort, you need
not look any further than the title, "Ragged Glory." The boys
in the band chose the perfect name for their raw, hard-edged
soon-to-be-classic. Nothing on the record is "polished" or
"over-produced." The project began with the idea of improvising, just jamming at Young's California ranch and
capturing it on tape.
When first listening to "Ragged Glory," you get the
feeling that it is a "live" concert album. The sounds are rough
and aggressive, with plenty of guitar solos and feedback —
spontaneous jamming at its best.
Four songs are over six minutes long, and two tracks
exceed the ten minute mark, with the entire set of ten songs
totaling an hour. The third tune, "F'!#in' up," ends with one
continuous minute of feedback, and the feedback following
"Over and Over" checks in at thirty seconds.
However, don't be mistaken; jamming is not all you will
hear. The ragged guitars and feedback are a perfect contradiction for their pleasing, soulful harmonies; vocal harmony

is in traditional Crazy Horse style. Young chooses not to
jump on his soap box and preach for the majority of songs.
The album, which was co-produced by Young and David
Briggs, he is content to tell stories and make small points
throughout. It includes a song about a peaceful get-away
called "Country Home;" a song, "Over and Over," telling the
tale of an old love; and a tune about taking chances called
"Love to Burn" where he warns, "...you gotta move to start."
His first release, "Mansion on the Hill," brings to mind the
sound of the classic "Southern Man" that Neil recorded.
"There's a mansion on the hill /psychedelic music fills the air
/ Peace and Love live there still / in that mansion on the hill."
Neil seems to be recalling the old days, likewise with "Days
that used to be," which is appropriate considering he is back
with Crazy Horse after seven years.
Neil Young has a knack for writing simple lyrics without
being corny, and possesses rare talent for writing political
lyrics without being overbearing. The perfect example is
"Mother Earth (Natural Anthem), the only song that can be
considered political. The track could easily be seen as an
anthem for today's socially conscious generation, definitely
a sign of the times. The guitar part, which calls to mind Jimi
Hendrix's "Star Spangled Banner," was recorded at Farm
Aid years ago. Neil writes of the "men of power who hold the
world in their changing hands." And the next Greenpeace
rallying cry might be Young's, "Respect Mother Earth and
her giving way's / or trade away our children's days."
That last song is possibly the only song that looks to the
future. The majority of this country rock recalls glorious days
passed by. The lyrics and sounds take you back to the roots
of Crazy Horse.
Neil Young and his band plan to put together a tour in
early 1991. As it should be. Young say's, "1 want to do a
straight ahead thing and play the arenas with the echoing,
thundering sound of the Horse."
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In Quigley Down Under

Western takes new style
by Lee Smith
movie critic
Western movies typically take
place on the American frontier. In
John Hill's "Quigley Down Under,"
however, the typical western takes
on a new twist and movies across
the ocean to the Austral ian outback.
Screenplay writer Hill seems to
be having a good time experimenting with the standardized western
formula. Hill moves the setting of
the movie from the plains of the
mid-west to the outback of Australia, while it is serving as a British
colony for convicts. By not attempting to make "Quigley Down
Under" a straightforward western
and adding an often comic element,
Hill is able to prevent the movie
from becoming a disappointment.
Tom Selleck gives a fine performance as Quigley. With his physical strength and reserved sensitivity,
Selleck excellently represents a
mysterious gunman in a new land.
Selleck's comic abilities are put to
good use when he matchs wits with
his sharp-tongued co-star Laurs San

Movie Review
Giacomo.
San Giacomo is sensational as
the flippant "crazy" Cora. Her permissiveness and continuous lapse
from reality in thinking that Quigley
is her former husband, Roy, helps
to make "Quigley Down Under" a
pleasurable movie. Intermixed with
their playful squabbling are scenes
that reveal thecharacter's sensitivity
and caring sides. These scenes allow for the characters to be more
fully developed.
Alan Rickman is wonderful as
the ranch-owner Marston, usingjust
the right mix of confidence and
coolness to create a loathsome
character. Perceiving himself as an
intellectual, he likes to study the
American West and is impressed at
how effectively the Americans
controlled and eliminated the
American Indians. Marston brings
Quigley to Australia to kill the Aborigines — the Australian equivalent to the American Indians.
Director Simon Wincer does a

good job in not allowing the movie
to become weighted down. He
mixes the comic scenes with the
serious moments and develops a
good pace that keeps the movie
moving along nicely. Wincer takes
advantage of the beauty of the Australian scenery by framing it in the
movie's background.
A nagging flaw develops in the
movie, however. This is the question of the survival of the Aborigines. Marston was not breaking any
laws in his killing of them, for it
was the official policy of the British
known as "pacification by force."
Surely Marston was not the only
rancher that was attempting to
eliminate the Aborigines, who were
believed to be stealing the rancher's
sheep.
As fate has it, Quigley becomes
the protector for the Aborigines,
but when he decides to leave Australia, the survival of the Aborigines are again in question.
"Quigley Down Under" offers a
new look at the western story and it
doesn 't take itself too seriously and
by taking a humorous approach, it
provides an amusing movie.

Fire rages at movie studio
A raging fire did millions
of dollars in damages
Tuesday night at the
Universal Studios in
Southern California.
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Dave Hardman, Gannett News Service

Whitney changes producers
Creates upbeat
dance material and
bed-time ballads
By CLIFF RADEL
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Campus entertainment

Kevin Taylor/head photograph*:;

James Case of the Fat Stinking Belgian Bastards performs in
their recent concert at Edgars, located in the University Union.

Whitney Houston wants to
dance with somebody. Anybody.
So, she's changing partners — i.e.
producers — at wi 11 throughout her
new album, "I'm Your Baby Tonight."
Now in stores, her first album in
three years has eight producers.
Each is charged with waltzing
Houston into the '90s with upbeat
dance material and bedtime ballads. It's no easy task. When it
comes to getting into a dance
groove, or any other groove for that
matter, Houston has two left feet.
That anatomical defect can be a

problem when you're making an
album that's supposed to remake
your image into that of the dancing
seducer. During her five years of
fame, Houston has had image problems with her style — great pipes,
but no soul — and her sex life. (Her
friendship with a female basketball
player ignited rumors that an alleged
courtship with Eddie Murphy has
yet to extinguish.)
Neither problem has kept Houston from selling records. Combined
worldwide sales of her first two
albums, "Whitney Houston" and
"Whitney," are 30 million.
But, for album No. 3 — thank
goodness she didn't call it "Houston" — she wants to prove she can
dance in more ways than one. "I'm
Your Baby Tonight" hops to dance
tracks produced by L.A. Reid and
Babyface, Narada Michael Walden
and Luther Vandross. The album
also has plenty of lyrics that leave
no mistake about their heterosexual

intent.
The trouble with the dance tunes
and the bedroom lines lies not in the
producers, but in Houston. When
she wants to emote, she turns to rote
and to stone. When her man calls
her by the wrong name in bed, "My
Name Is Not Susan," she sings the
words and the notes, but not the
outrage.
Houston's limitations become
obvious when she teams up with
Stevie Wonder for "We Didn't
Know." Wonder sings with unpredictable intensity. Houston can only
wonder how he does it. When she
tries, she comes up with a one-sizefits-all soul growl that sounds
forced, stiff and calculating.
Lighten up, Whitney. Show
some emotion. Kick off your shoes
and jump-start your soul. If you're
going to dance with somebody, at
least work up a sweat.
(Radel is pop music critic for
the Cincinnati Enquirer.)

Hickory Tavern lives on despite fire
While I peacefully slept in the
wee hours of Monday morning, a
fire broke out in the old section of
Hickory Tavern Elementary and
Junior High School. Before the
flames were brought under control, the old section had been lost.
The old section of Hickory
Tavern School is very dear to many
people in the community. You
see, that used to be known as
Hickory Tavern High School and
many members of our community
are alumni, including my father.
When Laurens District High
School was built in 1972, Hickory
Tavern was demoted from a high
school to only kindergarten
through junior high.
I few years later, I followed in
my father's footsteps and attended
Hickory Tavern. My sister attended as well, and my cousins
even went there as well.
That old section housed the
four classrooms where I spent my
seventh and eighth grade school
years. In one room, I learned to
hate algebra at an early age and I
still do. Further down the hall,
was the room where I learned
American history and western
civilization. At the other end of
the old section was the art room,
my English class room and the
biology/earth science room.
My career in junior high wasn't
quite like you find it on the Won-
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der Years, nor was it anything like
Parker Lewis, but it did occasionally provide some excitement, such
as my eighth grade year, when I had
a bet with my science teacher. For
every basket that I scored, we had a
free day in science. Needless to say,
I was popular when I scored and
hated when I didn't.
The good thing about Hickory
Tavern was that it was a small school.
We only had about sixty students in
our eighth grade class, and ours was
one of the larger ones. It was one of
those classic everybody-knowseverybody deals.
The teachers knew who you were
and remembered your name long
after you had left their classes and
the students knew who everybody
was as well. In fact, I still remember
most everybody who was in my
class that year.
That old section also contained
the school's auditorium. I remember anxiously sitting through those
dreaded open house nights at PTO
with my parents. I can also remem-

ber paying fifty cents to see such
talent as the guy who whistled the
Andy Griffith Show theme and a
man who froze things in liquid
nitrogen.
Shortly after I graduated from
Hickory Tavern Junior High and
moved on to high school, a new
wing was built at Hickory Tavern
and the old section was condemned
for classroom use. It still stood
though as a focal point for the
community and a reminder of a
common thread between many of
Hickory Tavern's residents.
Several other Hickory Tavern
alumni attend Clemson University and I am sure that they are also
saddened and shocked at the loss.
It is hard to lose something that
was a part of your life for nine
years.
According to some of the
people in charge of the school,
plans are to build a big lunchroom. Residents of Hickory
Tavern are signing a petition,
however, saying they want to have
the auditorium rebuilt. I think that
I will have to agree to having the
auditorium built, because I guess
the old section never can be rebuilt
just the way it was.
Therefore. I think I should bid
my old friend good-bye. Though
the school may never be rebuilt, it
will live on in the minds and hearts
of all who attended.

Fashion!

r Dardtn'sulT photographer

Clemson student Monicia Robinson recently took part in a
talent show honoring Black Women's Emphasis Week.
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McCartney releases live collection
The Beatles never allowed commercials, even
though we got huge offers. We turned them down
because we felt it would lessen the song's importance to attach it to a pair of sneakers. Or an Oreo
cookie, as happened with Good Day Sunshine.
That is a bone I have to pick with Michael.
Paul McCartney
By EDNA GUNDERSEN
©Copyright 1990. USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
NEW YORK — "I'm not
holding onto the past," Paul
McCartney says, "but I'm not rejecting it. I don't feel it's some sort
of ghost I've got to exorcise."
At 48, the world's wealthiest
and most famous pop composer is
commanding attention with a threedecade balancing act. The 37 songs
on Tripping the Live Fantastic, recorded during his recent 11 -month
world tour, reflect McCartney's
Beatles days (The Fool on the Hill,
Hey Jude), his Wings period (Band
on the Run. Jet) and solo work (My
Brave Face. Figure of Eight).
The two-CD/cassette, three-LP
set is out this week, with a one-disc
sampler, Highlights, coming next
week.
It's a tour souvenir, says
McCartney, reflecting on the global
sell-outs that reaffirmed his potency
in a youth-dominated market. After
years of distancing himself from
the Beatles era, McCartney decided
to "reclaim, re-create and relive"
his oldies. But resisting full-tilt
nostalgia, he spliced the show with
recent songs, though he knew their
lack of familiarity could kill mo-

mentum.
"We did Put It There after Can't
Buy Me Love," he says. "I thought.
"God. we're really asking for it.'
And there were a couple of people
who chose that moment to go for a
beer."
Unlike David Bowie, who says
his recent retro-tour was his last
performance of those hits,
McCartney cherishes the warhorses
and doesn't feel shackled by the
Beatles era. though it overshadows
his subsequent work.
"A lot of artists medley their hits
together because they hate playing
them. I'm thankful I've got hits. If
I thought they were crummy songs
but were hits because I dressed
funny, I wouldn't like them."
He has never tired of Yesterday.
And neither have we, apparently. It
has been played on radio and TV
more than 5 million times, outdistancing anything else by 2 million
plays, according to the music publishing group BMI. For McCartney,
Yesterday is more relevant today
than when he composed it 25 years
ago.
"When I wrote T'm not half the
man I used to be,' I was in my early
20s," McCartney says. "But now
the perspective makes sense. My
yesterdays are 30 years."

Once dubbed the cutest Beatle,
McCartney still looks and acts boyish, despite the gray flecks in his
shaggy hair and fans of lines around
his eyes.
"John (Lennon) used to tell me
my face never had any character,"
he says. "The character is arriving,
believe me."
Militantly casual, he tosses a vest
over a kaleidoscopic shirt, his
conservative black slacks clashing
with brown loafers and white socks.
He's quick with puns and eager to
steer clear of controversy.
Yet McCartney .branded a musical lightweight for his knack with
silly little love songs, McCartney
wants to be taken seriously. That's
one reason his upcoming concert
film, by Help! director Richard
Lester, juxtaposes horrific Vietnam
War footage with The Long and
Winding Road.
McCartney says with a comical
smirk,"I'm a man now, I have to
keep
reminding
myself,"
McCartney says. "With rock 'n'
roll, you feel eternally young. But
eternally cute is a bit of a problem."
A vegetarian homebody — he
and -wife Linda farm-raised four
children sans nannies, cooks or
chauffeurs — McCartney is no
tabloid fixture. But some issues are
prickly. Once candid about his drug
use, he now wants the subjectclosed.
"There's a danger you'll be seen
as advocating it," he says. "The
climate is strikingly different. Pot
in the '60s was a very different
affair from today's hard drugs, like
crack. What I did in the '60s and
beyond was much more innocent. I
don't feel pot's as addictive as
booze. I've been well crazy on booze
and never quite that crazy on pot.

To my kids, I say stay straight.
But if you're frustrated at the end of
the day, I don't see anything wrong
with having a little drink."
McCartney's bonds with exBeatles seem cordial but cool.
"I've always been on betterterms
with Ringo," Harrison says flatly.
"Lennon/McCartney were a couple
of pushy people. I got tired of ...
Paul's concept of my role: the quieter and more subordinate Beatle. I
was quite happy when the Beatles
split up."
McCartney's relationship with
Yoko Ono. Lennon's widow, is
strained as well. And he's irritated
with Michael Jackson, who bought
the Beatles song catalog and
promptly turned Revolution into a
Nike jingle.
"I'm not happy at all with
Michael sitting in judgment on the
whole of the Beatles repertoire,
saying which ones should be commercialized.
"The Beatles never allowed
commercials, even though we got
huge offers. We turned them down
because we felt it would lessen the
song's importance to attach it to a
pair of sneakers. Or an Oreo cookie,
as happened with Good Day Sunshine. That is a bone I have to pick
with Michael."
He's also piqued that the company has not increased his royalty
rate. "I've been under a slave deal
for 30 years and I want a raise,"
says McCartney, suddenly humorless. "I have never had so much as
a telegram congratulating me for
anything. When Yesterday passed
5 million plays in America, I didn't
hear boo."
(Edna Gundersen writes for
USA TODAY.)

Noted
photographer
to lecture
Renowned American photographer Walter Chappell will lecture at Clemson University
Monday. Nov. 19. at 8 p.m. in 100
Lee Hall. The program is open to
the public at no charge.
Chappell's photographic studies of the human form and of the
play of light on water have been
collected by major art museums
internationally. Since 1987 he has
lived and worked in New Mexico.
Last year he was invited by the
Polaroid Corporation to work on
their large format (20x24-inch)
camera in New York, where he
produced his "Immediate Mythology Collaboration."
Chappell's colleagues and acquaintances have included the luminaries of photographic arts, such
as Minor White, Paul Caponigro
and Ansel Adams.
His visit to Clemson is part of
the Visiting Artist program sponsored by the department of visual
arts and history and the Clemson
Architectural Foundation.
For further information, call
656-3081.

Write TimeOut for The
Tiger

HOUSING PLANS SPRING 1991
IF YOU PLAN TO ENROLL FOR SPRING 1991
A)

and Want to Stay Where You Now Live On Campus:
You do nothing!
or

B)

and Want to Change Rooms/Apartments:
COMPLETE APPLICATION NOVEMBER 12, 1990 THROUGH NOVEMBER 20, 1990
BETWEEN 8:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. DAILY

Pick up applications for "room change" at the following locations:
East Campus Housing Office in Lever Hall
*
West Campus Housing Office (Room 701 University Union)
Main Housing Office (200 Mell Hall)

Please remember that your housing contract is for the entire Academic Year.
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IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY LIVING IN UNIVERSITY HOUSING AND WILL NOT BE
ATTENDING CLEMSONySPRING 1991 PLEASE INFORM YOUR RESIDENT ASSISTANT OR
CALL THE HOUSING OFFICE AT 656-2295 IMMEDIATELY.
. . .... .-•..
Students living off campus now, may apply to live on campus for the Spring 1991 semester.
Stop by the Main Housing Office or call 656-2295 for further information.
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The best way
to wrap up the term.

What better way than with an IBM Personal
System/2.® Make your holidays really happy and
the new year a lot less hectic with a computer
designed for your college needs.
See how the PS/2® was designed just for you
with its mouse that makes it easy to use and its
special student price* that makes it even easier to
own. Create impressive papers, graphics and spread
sheets with its preloaded software, including
Microsoft" Windows™ 3.0.

Act before December 31,1990, and you'll
receive a TWA® Certificate entitling vou to a roundtrip ticket for $149*7$249.** Plus a free TWA
Getaway® Student Discount Card application. You'll
also get a great low price on the PRODIGY"+ service.
It's been a great term. And
eventually all good things must
come to an end. But with an IBM
PS/2, you can be sure of a really
great, new beginning.

Call THE MICRO CENTER at
656-3714 for Details!
Located in Poole Computer Center
„
, hM. ™iv lo n, .ahfiPd rolleae students faculty, staff and institutions that purchase PS/2 Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus outlets. IBM
oL0oeooIS7of7a
™t,nnlRM A S PC: Dealers Orders are subject to availability Prices are sub,ect to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written
1 800 2227257 or palpating IBM Au ^g^^f^^^o Rlco\or travel September 16 1990. through December 19 1991 a. the following round trip fares $149 00 round
notice -Valid for any [WA de^nation in the «™^al£| ° d September 16.1991. through December 19.1991 $249 00 round trip for travel June 15.1991. through September 15
trip or travel from &J*%^rft^AMOWMe ^
purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants
Q
1991 Seats are limited Fare,sc™nre™«e,s, be full time students between the ages of 16 and 26 t Receive the PRODIGY Start up Kit. a 2400 bps Hayes ■ Personal Modem, a soft
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What's Playing
At
The
Y-Theater
?
"MURDER, SEX, SUSPENSE,

CDCC presents..

SURPRISES...SENSATIONAJL!"
Pal Collins, WWOR-TV

HARRISON

FORD

PRESUMED

INNOCENT

Friday, Nov. 16 at 8 p.m.
in Littlejohn Coliseum
Opening Act: The Next Move
Tickets $14.50 Reserved Seating
On Sale Now At The Union Box Office

Presumed Innocent
Thurs.-Sat., Nov. 15-17, 7 & 9:15 pm $1.75

K-9
Sun., Nov. 18, 7 & 9:15 pm, Free with ED

Next Week:
No Weekend Movies But Next Sunday, Nov. 27
Dirtv Harrv 7 & 9:15 pm FREE w/ 3D

Edgar's Entertainment
presents...

Krushtones
Friday, November 16 at 9 p.m.
$2.00 at door.

Even if you can't, join the
Outdoor Recreation
Comittee on November
30, on their trip to Charlotte, NC. Do some early
Christmas shopping!

First Aid
November 26 & 28
$21.00
Sign Up Now At The Union Information Desk

THANKSGIVING SHUTTLE
^E^SS

15

Friday, November 30 in Edgar's
7:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
$1.00 at door
Entry information at the
Union Information desk.
Sponsored by CDCC & Edgar's

Can You Ice Skate?

Striking
Short Courses:

$

Bottle of the Bands

^>]W

Each Way

For mor einformation,
come to the union!

Coraing December 8th

A Christmas Carol

Good ONLY For November 21 and November 25

8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium

Deadline for Special is Friday, Nov. 15 at 4:30 p.m.
Make Reservations Now At The Union Information Desk

Tickets $6 for Students, $8 for Public

* The Cost is Normally $25 Each Way, With a 24 Hour Notice.

On Sale at the Union Box Office
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DISORIENTING^
BREATHE ON
THIS AND

1990s

tffr

THE WORLP NEEDS SOMEONE TV GUIDE IT"THROUGH
THESE POLE -CHANGlN;
RENDER -CONFUCTIN'
BERLIN WALirdRUMBUN''
"PMES. THE WORLD NEEDS-

TNI
NEW ISSUES CAN BE

«r

tt

•

UNHAPPY???
#

4fr

Tired of the same old apartment?
Need more room?
Come stay with us for the
Spring Semester!

#

CEDARWOOD
•

*

The Clemson University student
community, is now leasing for
Spring and Summer.
Catch a ride on the "Tiger Toter" at the
Library and talk to Polly, or call Jack at

654-3263
*

♦

*

*

#

♦

FAMILY HAIRSTYLING
Downtown Clemson
654-6555

*«

♦

Allied Health
Professionals

« Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll worfc with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
919-850-9549
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT
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Here's a cheap roommate
you'll actually like.

Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider
the new, affordable Macintosh*
Classic® computer.
Apple introduces the
It has everything you needincluding a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, and
a 40-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everything in and the Macintosh
Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed* And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease
of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all work in the same, consistent way-so
once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have
trouble sharing. The Apple* SuperDrive-standard equipment

Macintosh

' Macintosh Classic computers purchased betes January 1991 include system software on floppy daks; software is not installed
£1990 Appte Computer. Inc Apple, the Appte logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks ot Apple Computer, inc SuperDnve and 'The
power to be your best' are trademarks ot Apple Computer, inc Classic rs a registered trademark hcensed to Apple Computer. Inc. MS-DOS
i$ ■ registered trademark ot Microsoft Corporation OS/2 >s a registered trademark ot International Business Machines Corporation

reads from and writes to
Macintosh. MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks,
which means you can share information with
someone who uses a different
type of computer.
• ■* See the Macintosh Classic for
Classic yourself. It'll change your mind about
cheap roommates.

For further information visit the

Micro Center
in the basement of the P&As Building
or call 656-3714
C. The power to be your bestr
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Upcoming Sports Events

David
Thomas
Sports
Editor
The power of protest is a wonderful thing, but there are those
who always take it to the extreme.
After dismissing the legislation that would have made Rev.
Martin Luther King's birthday a
state-wide holiday in Arizona,
voters probably thought there
would be little opposition toward
this decision. After all, it is the
state of Arizona that should be
allowed to decide whether it
would like to add another holiday
to the calendar next year.
But once the news leaked out,
widespread panic hit the airwaves. Almost immediately,
NFL commissioner Paul
Tagliabue suggested that the 1993
Super Bowl be pulled out of
Phoenix. The knee-jerk reaction
for all the college teams interested
in the Fiesta Bowl was to quickly
bail out of any verbal commitments and start searching for
another Bowl.
Virginia side-stepped the Fiesta and subtly rejected their offer by announcing that it would
accept a berth in the Sugar Bowl
instead.
Mississippi was a little less
graceful in its decision to boycott
the Fiesta Bowl. The players
came right out and voted not to
go - PERIOD - with or without a
bid from anyone else.
I find it quite hypocritical
when a state school flies the
Confederate flag and whistles
'Dixie' on game day, yet Ole'
Miss can't find it in its heart to
play in a state that has different
political views.
Yet the whole picture has not
yet be clarified as to how the
Fiesta Bowl feels about Martin
Luther King Day. Let me fill you
in on the FACTS.
FACT 1: The Fiesta Bowl has
for the past two years given it
employees a paid Martin Luther
Holiday.
FACT 2: The FiestaBowl was
the first bowl to appoint a black
to its board of directors and the
first bowl to name a black president.
FACT 3: The Fiesta Bowl has
reportedly proposed a $100,000
donation to the minority affairs
and scholarships to each university that appears in the bowl.
By now I'm sure many of you
actually wonder if I support
Martin Luther King Day. Rev.
King was a great man and a great
leader, and a day in his remembrance is little recognition for
what he has contributed to his
people and his country, but
football is a game played on a
field with two teams and roaring

see TRAIL, page 22

Tiger Facts

Spirts

Can the Clem son Defense hold
USC scoreless for the second year
in a row, or will the underdog
Gamecocks shock Death Valley
with an upset? Get out of bed
tomorrow at 1:00 and find out.

Leave the
politics at
home, boys...
Let's play ball
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ACC Soccer Regular Season
Clemson
Duke
Virginia
N.C State
Maryland
UNC
Wake Forest

Clemson steamrolls UNC, awaits USC

Turnovers,
Defense key
win at home
over the 'heels

Gamecocks visit
Death Valley
by Geoff Wilson
staff writer

by Rhett Berger
staff writer
The Clemson football team
stomped the Tarheels 20-3 on in
Death Valley, improving its record
to 8-2 and earning a spot in the Hall
of Fame Bowl in Tampa on New
Year's Day.
The Tiger defense kept its position as the top defensive unit in the
nation by allowing the Tarheels
only 195 yards in total offense.
Clemson forced three UNC turnovers, including a 30-yard interception return for a touchdown by
junior comerback Dexter Davis.
Tiger head coach Ken Hatfield
praised his defensive team, "I'm
really glad that the defense played
as well as it did," he said. "This is
certainly one of the best defenses
anyone has seen in a long time. It's
phenomenal our defense has held
opponents out of the end zone in
the five games we've played here."
The defensive unit for Clemson
pounded the Tarheels all day. A
key sack by Chester McGlockton
early in the second half of UNC's
Todd Burnett was only a sample of
the hurting the Tarheels endured.
McGlockton's sack forced
Burnett to retreat for shelter on the
sideline for the remainder of the
game, and with their starting quarterback lost for the day, so too was
lost any hope of a Tarheel upset..
"Chester fell on top of him, and
that could hurt anybody," commented teammate Levon Kirkland.
Clemson's offense gained 304
total yards (235 rushing) and scored
13 points, but it wasted excellent
scoring opportunities as it has for
much of the season. "Offensively,
we didn't score the points we
wanted to score," Hatfield said, "but
we held the ball 37 minutes, and
that was important. Our goal was
to hold it 40 minutes, so we did a
good job there."
Junior punter/placekicker Chris
Gardocki had one of his best days
ever, punting six times for a 47.5yard average and kicking two field
goals. Gardocki currently ranks

Kevin Taylor/head

David Davis' defensive stand stops the Tarheels
cold for no gain. The Tiger defense lived up to its
number one ranking in the nation in total defense.
sixth nationally in field goals and
fourth in punting.
North Carolina received the
opening kick but managed only two
yards against the Tiger defense in
three plays. Clemson's Dexter
Davis returned the UNC punt 17
yards to the Tarheel 48-yard line
where the Tigers mounted their first
scoring drive. With 10:22 remaining in the first quarter, freshman
tailback Ronald Williams ran off
right tackle for 19 yards and his
eighth touchdown of the season.
Gardocki made the extra point, and
the Tigers led 7-0.
Neither offense would score
again until UNC's Clint Gwaltney
booted a 41 -yard field goal with 38
seconds left in the first quarter.

Att/vds TDs
19-56
15-66
10-44
3-13
10-41
1-7
1-8

Passing
Cameron

A/C/Int. Yds
15-8-0
68

TD
0

Gardocki

Fields
Hall
Witherspoon
Thomas
Smith

see Heels, page 22

see COCKS, page 22

Yds TDs
21
0
0
10
0
5
18
0

No.
3
2
1
2
1

15

1'234
CU
UNC

7 10 0
3 0 0

3
0

0

TOTAL
20
3

CU -- Williams 19 run (Gardocki kick)

UNC - FG Gwaltney 41

Punting
No.
6

making the score 7-3 in favor of the
Tigers. Both offensive teams traded
possessions, then Clemson
comerback Dexter Davis picked off
a Todd Burnett pass and juked several potential tacklers en route to a
30-yard touchdown. Gardocki
nailed the point-after, and Clemson
led 14-3 with 9:05 left in the half.
On its next possession, Clemson
traveled 66 yards to the UNC 14yard line, where Chris Gardocki
kicked his first field goal of the day.
a 31-yarder that gave the Tigers a
17-3 lead at halftime.
Early in the second half the Tigers marched to the UNC two-yard
line, where they enjoyed a first-

Receiving

Rushing
Williams
Harris.
Blunt
Hall
Cameron
Moncrief
Ryans

ographe

South Carolina will not be
playing football when January
rolls around. But this Saturday,
the Gamecocks play Clemson in
Death Valley in the game that
could make their whole year—
call it the Season Bowl.
USC finally rebounded last
Saturday with a 38-13 win over
lightly regarded Southern Illinois after dropping three straight
to The Citadel, N.C.State and
Florida State. The three straight
losses killed any chance for a
Gamecock major bowl bid.
However, an apparent advantage for the Tigers can be thrown
out the window. An intense rivalry can bring unexpected results, and this year is no different,
judging from Alabama's 9-6 triumph at Tennessee and Michigan
State's 28-27 win at Michigan.
Clemson enters the game having already wrapped up a bid in
the Hall of Fame Bowl, facing
Illinois in Tampa on New Year's
Day. A convincing win could
propel the Tigers to a Top 10
ranking. A Gamecock win would
all but erase memories of
Homecoming, and coupled with
a season-ending win over West
Virginia, could secure a 7-4
Carolina a bid in the Independence Bowl.
The Gamecocks are led on
offense by junior quarterback
Bobby Fuller, who needs only 20
yards this week to reach the
2,000-yard passing mark for the
season. Also figuring into the
scheme is freshman running back
Rob DeBoer, who has a high 6.6
yards per carry average and is
closing in on the Carolina record
for touchdowns by a freshman.
As a unit, the offense is averaging just under 400 yards a game.
Defensively, USC's team
leaders are seniors. Defensive
end Corey Miller and linebacker
Patrick Hinton lead the squad in
quarterback pressures and total
hits, respectively. Mike Landry
and Cedric Surratt each have
picked off two passes.

CU -- D. Davis 30 interception return
(Gardocki kick)

Yards
285

CU - FG Gardocki 31
CU - FG Gardocki 38
A -- 77.000

17
235
69
87
9-17-1
6-48
0-0
6-42
36:38

First Downs
Rushing yards
Passing
Return Yards
Comp-Att-Int
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

13
38
157
14
18-328-41
3-2
9-80
23:22
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Does Division I-A college football need a playoff system
By RICK WOLFF
USA TODAY
NEW YORK — When it comes
to figuring out which college team
really is No. 1,1 can only presume
that adding common sense to the
formula just gets in the way and
confuses the issu£. After all, if
common sense were applied, there' s
no reason why a simple, singleelimination playoff system couldn't
be used by the NCAA.
You already know the basic arguments: that every other NCAA
sport has a national playoff system,
and that for sports like basketball, it
works particularly well; that every
other division in football has a
playoff system, and it works well;
that such a playoff system would
certainly determine the best major
college team in the nation.
What's wrong with the current
system? Well, for one, you can have
different No. 1 's in the AP, UPI,
New York Times and USA TODAY/CNN polls. Come New
Year's, one has to write computer
software that figures out that if State
University beats College Tech and
Whatsamatter U. loses to Punt
A&M, then Columbia will end up
No. l.Sowhat'stheproblem?Don't
college coaches, fans and players
really want to know who's No. 1?
Or are there other, less-noble
factors at work here that prevent the

American public from finding out
who's standing at the top when all
the smoke has cleared? In fact,
there are those who would go so far
as to suggest that football really
doesn't want to know which team
is best.
Why? Well, how about money,
for one? Face it, the way the postseason bowls are structured, more
than 20 teams which have good
seasons are hoping to cash in on
one of those seven-figure, corporate-sponsored games. And if you
think about it, why just have one
team cashing in as national champion when coaches and athletic directors of more than 20 schools can
all have a big payday? After all,
isn't that what college football is
all about these days?
I am also suggesting that having
such a system would not be in the
financial best interests of many
universities.
What's the resolution going to
be? That comes this holiday season. You'll be sitting home watching bowl game after bowl game,
not knowing which team is really
the true and singular No. 1 in the
nation, but at least you'll rest
comfortably with the thought that
lots of money is being deposited
into many college athletic coffers,
thanks to the antiquated bowl system. Just remember: Bowl-ing for
dollars is still America's most

Editor's note:
For years now
many of the great
college coaches
and players have
been split down
the middle when
the decision arose
concerning a
playoff system for
Division I-A.
Rick Wolff and
Paul Hemphill,
both columnists
for USA Today,
give us two different opinions
concerning the
playoff situation.

By PAUL HEMPHILL
USA TODAY
ATLANTA — Every time the
debate flares up about college football rankings, I recall 1957. Ohio
State had led Aubum in The Associated Press poll of writers all year,
but with one game to go, Auburn
discovered that hundreds of small
newspapers and radio stations in
the Deep South weren't aware of
their right to vote.
"Lay low until we clobber Alabama," they were advised. The
Buckeyes never knew what hit them.
An avalanche of votes poured in,
and Auburn became the "undisputed" national champ although
Woody Hayes did win the lessprestigious United Press poll of
coaches.
The AP has since changed its
polling system, limiting it to a select
group of writers and broadcasters.
It's still foolish to think that there
could ever be a completely accurate
and unbiased poll to determine the
best team in the USA, but the alternative — a series of playoff
games and the bowls — is downright ludicrous.
College games are greatly
swayed by emotion. While these
bionic behemoths aren't exactly
"student-athletes," they're still
teenagers who can be stirred to great
highs (or lows) by such factors as

Trail, from page 21

Heels, from page 21
and-goal situation. Three running
plays and no yards later, the Tigers
lined up for a field goal, but holder
Jimmy McLees passed to fullback
Howard Hall for one yard. That
was as close as anyone got to
scoring in the third quarter.
With 11:56 left in the fourth
quarter, Gardocki booted his second field goal of the day, a 38yarder that ended the scoring and
put the Tigers up 20-3.
Hatfield wasn't the only coach
that felt the difference in the game
was the Tiger defense. Tarheel
Coach Mack Brown also shared
Hatfield's sentiment about the
Tiger defense.
"The keys were the interception
and the turnover right before the
half. Take those away and it's a
13-6 ballgame.
"But that's what Clemson does
with their defense. They'reoneof
the best teams in the country,"
concluded Brown.

ACC

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE

Kevin Taylor/ head photographi

Stacy Fields snags a pass from Cameron in the contest against the Tarheels.

Weekly
Standings
LEAGUE

TEAM
Ga. Tech
Virginia
Clemson
Maryland
N. C. State
UNC
Duke
Wake Forest

fan support, evangelistic coaches, a
Dear John letter or a lousy pregame meal.
So even if we were to have a
dream playoff, leading to a single
contest to determine a champion,
the only issue settled would be that
on that given day, one of the two
was the better team.
Who in his right mind could
say, for instance, that Virginia was
superior to Notre Dame, even if
Virginia were to win head to head?
Virginia is a basketball school,
playing the likes of Kansas and
Duke, while Notre Dame, loaded
with pro draft material, goes up
every Saturday against the other
football factories.
In spite of the flaws in the polling system, it's the lesser of two
imperfect ways to determine a national champion.
Better to leave it to the judgment
of several hundred writers and
broadcasters, however biased their
vote might be now and then, than to
rely on the results of a single headto-head match.
Anyone who believes in playoffs
must be prepared to say that
Stanford, 3-6 and outscored 16-83
in back-to-back games with Oregon
and Washington, is superior to Notre
Dame because Stanford happened
to win when everything came together in one impassioned, 60minute burst this year.

OVERALL

W L T

W L T

501
510
520
330
340
2 3 1
150
0 6 0

8 0 1
8 1 0
820
550
6 5 0
5 4 1
460
270

Schedule
•South Carolina at Clemson
•North Carolina at Duke
•Georgia Tech at Wake Forest
•Maryland at Virginia

crowds, not a political bargaining tool used to get some holiday
recognized.
It is time to get the politics off
of the playing field and back in
the courtroom and the state house.
We go to football games both as
spectators and as participants to
help us forget our differences in
political, ethical, and cultural
beliefs.
College football is screwed up
enough as it is without having to
worry about the politics behind a
certain holiday. We need to return to the basics, the basics of
just playing football
As UVa's defensive tackle Joe
Hall masterfully summed up the
entire situation concerning the
boycott of the Fiesta Bowl: "I
think it is a travesty that they
don't honor Martin Luther King's
birthday. But I'm not a politician,
I'm a football player. Maybe we
could do some good if we did go
there."

COCKS, from page 21
Coach Ken Hatfield will be enjoying his first taste of the Clemson-Carolina rivalry. He says that
he is "...anxious to experience all
the tradition, the beating of the
drum and the Barnyard Burn."
Hatfield also adds that the game
has another special significance.
"One of our goals and something
that is at the forefront of our preparation is the breaking of the ACC
record for wins by a senior class,"
he says. "It could be a record that
could stand for a long time."
However, he is not taking his
opponent too lightly. "South
Carolina has some outstanding
players offensively and they have
moved the ball well.
"They have had some injury
problems on defense," he continues, "but we haven't exactly blossomed offensively, so there will
be interesting matchups on both
sides of the ball."
Any time Clemson and Carolina get together for a "friendly"
game of football, there is sure to be
a heated battle. Although it appears that this year's contest might
not be as close as in years past, it
will probably be closer than last
year. But. then again, Georgia
was supposed to be a tough game,
too.

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Clemson did all of the celebrating in the 45-0
romp last year at USC's Williams-Brice Stadium.
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Former soccer player finds
success in college football
by Eric Lyons
assistant sports editor
It is probably not surprising to
discover that Clemson place-kicker
and punter Chris Gardocki has been
kicking a soccer ball since he was
three years old.
The soccer field is where he
developed the skill and power to
bootl8 of 23 field goals and own a

player profile
43.6 punting average.
What may be surprising is that
Gardocki wasn't a starter at the
kicking position until his senior
season in high school.
The Stone Mountain, GA, native
began playing football in the eighth
grade, but used his arm instead of
his leg for Redan High School. As
quarterback, he completed 40 of 87
passes for 751 yards and 12 touchdowns in his first two seasons. He
then moved to the defensive side of
the ball for his sophomore and junior
years as a defensive back.
It wasn't until his senior season,
however, that Chris Gardocki found
his true calling. Gardocki was 13 of
23 in field goals his senior year,
including five over 50 yards. He set
a Georgia state record for the longest
field goal with a 59-yarder and accounted for 173 of Redan's 283
points in 1987.

After Gardocki chose to attend win the game. The kick failed, but
Clemson after narrowing his choices Gardocki has no regrets.
down to Clemson, Georgia and
"I really believed I could make
Florida, he immediately became a it. I was kicking well during
part of the Clemson kicking unit. warmups, and I wanted the opporHe has been the starting kicker ever tunity."
since his arrival, and has been the
For Chris, athletics have meant
starting punter since Florida State much more than an extracurricular
in 1988. Last season he was named activity and a college education. It
to the first-team All-ACC by AP has also helped Chris through some
and UPI, and was a third-team Ail- tough personal periods in his life.
American by AP.
His parents went through a diWhen asked what college team vorce in his eighth grade year, and
he enjoys playing against, he re- his athletic involvement gave him
plied, "It really doesn't make much something to do to help forget his
difference what team I play, whether problems. Chris's father passed
it's Long Beach State or South away this past September, and many
Carolina, whether we win by one in the Clemson community helped
point or 20. I just love to play."
him through the death. "I really
But he later admitted that with don't know what I would do withhis Georgia background, there is an out athletics in my life," says
extra incentive when playing Gardocki.
Georgia and Georgia Tech. "While
Probably one of the most freI grew up, I heard a lot about the quent questions asked of Gardocki
University of Georgia, and I got a is whether he will make the move to
lot of ribbing from friends when I professional football, and if he does,
chose Clemson, so it means more." will he forgo his senior season to
Before the Georgia Tech game, move to that next plateau.
Gardocki had few opportunities to
"I've been asked that question a
kick the "last-second" field goal to lot, and I really don't know. I never
win the game like his predecessor, have time to think about it. Once
David Treadwell.
the season's over, I'll have time to
But the Georgia Tech game gave talk to a lot of people, especially my
Gardocki his first chance. Faced family, and make a decision then."
with converting a fourth down and
For now, Gardocki does plan to
five or attempting a 60-yard field attend Clemson for one more year
goal, Coach Ken Hatfield opted for and remain a vital part of the Clemthe latter, and sent his kicker out to son offense.

Chris Gardocki
6-2,193 lbs
Junior
Kicker, Punter
Stone Mountain, GA

Gardocki Facts
Best Ail-Around Game: Had three field
goals and a 45.7 yard average on seven
punts against N. C. State in 1989
Bowl Experience: Has handled all punting
and field goal attempts for Clemson in the
last two bowl games. Has converted 4-5
field goals and has a 45-yard average in the
two games combined. Averaged44.3 punting
against Oklahoma and 46.0 against West
Virginia
Highest Honor: Third-team All-American
according to AP in 1989. First player in
ACC history to make All-ACC as a punted
and placekicker in the same season.

Basketball season starts off against foreign exhibition teams
Harris 'finds
a home for
himself in
the win over
the 36ers

Women's team lose to Canadians
by Eric Lyons
assistant sports editor

by Brian judski
staff writer
For the first time in two years,
the Clemson Men's Basketball team
stepped onto the floor at Littlejohn
Coliseum uncertain of two positions that remained unfilled due to
the loss of Marion Cash and Derrick
Forrest. With six incoming freshman, all of whom are capable of
playing the guard position, Coach
Cliff Ellis was left with more lineup
possibilities than a roulette wheel.
Last Thursday night, Ellis spun
the wheel and came up with 6'4"
shooting guard Steve Harris. Harris made the most of his assignment, scoring 15 points, grabbing 6
rebounds and dishing out 5 assists
to pace the Tigers in a 90-76 exhibition victory over the Adelaide
36ers.
"Steve Harris is smooth, unusually smooth for a freshman," said
Coach Ellis. "His work ethic is
good, and he's finding a home for
himself." Harris fought off opening night butterflies and played very
poised, committing only one turnover in 26 minutes of play.
"I just told myself to come in and
try to be competitive," said Harris.
"I really worked hard on my game
during the off season."
Clemson was once again led by
Dale Davis, who topped all scorers
with 28 points and rebounders with
17. The Australian squad was no
match for the Tiger frontcourt, as
Clemson owned a dominating 5835 advantage on the boards.
Clemson jumped out to an early
12-4 lead, a lead that was never
challenged. Davis and frontcourt
mate Sean Tyson each led the way
with 10 points in the half, as Clem-

Chip Easi/senior photographer

Dale Davis was a force to be feared under the basket as he led everyone in scoring (28 points) and
rebounding (17).
son took a42-33 lead into the locker
room. Junior guard David Young
electrified the crowd with 13 minutes left in the half, soaring well
above the rim and slamming a Ricky
Jones miss through the hoop with
one hand.
Adelaide cut the Clemson lead
to 5 in the first minute of the second
half on a three-point field goal by
Craig Neal. But Dale Davis
slammed the door on his foreign
foes, scoring nine points in a 1:40
span highlighted by a reverse ally-

oop slam off a spectacular half
court pass by Eric Burks to put the
game out of reach. Adelaide never
got closer than 10 points after that.
"We've got a lot of work to do
in a lot of areas." added Ellis. "We
made too many mistakes on our
fastbreak. and we weren't very patient with our offense. But that is to
be expected at this point."
Sean Tyson finished with 18
points and 3 steals, while freshman
Burks adequately fulfilled his point
guard duties scoring 7 points and

The exhibition game between
the Lady Tiger basketball team
and the Canadian National squad
would have come down to the
closing seconds without the foul
line.
However, the Canadians used
the charity stripe to determine the
victor with 10:00 left in the second
half to propel themselves to a 8062 victory over the Lady Tigers
Saturday night.
The Canadians hit 17 of 30 free
throws for the contest, including
13-25 in the first half alone, compared to just two of seven by
Clemson.
Head Coach Jim Davis knew
that keeping Canada off of the foul
line would be a key concern for his
Lady Tigers. "I assure you that
almost any international team can
shoot the basketball. My other
two concerns were defensive
transition and blocking out, and
we really didn't do any of them
very well. This is disappointing
because I think of ourselves as a
defensively-minded basketball
team."
The Tigers' starting fivejumped
out to a quick 14-5 lead with 14:50
left in the first half. In an attempt
for his whole team to see action in
the exhibition, Davis then inserted
an entirely new five players from
the bench, and the Canadians did
the same with four of its five. The
mass substitutions resulted in a
19-2 run by Canada, and the Tigers

suddenly found themselves trailing 24-16 with 9:26 remaining in
the opening half. The Tigers cut
the deficit to four, 36-32, at the
intermission.
Clemson knotted the score at 42
with 16:22 remaining in the game,
but then a 15-2 run by Canada put
the game out of reach for the Lady
Tigers.
"I'm not angry, but I'm disappointed with the team. But that's
what you play these games for, to
expose your weaknesses and try to
fix them," says Coach Davis.
Senior center Jackie Farmer led
the Lady Tigers in scoring with 16,
while Imam Wilson added 12.
Courtney Johnson scored lOpoints
and ripped down 9 rebounds.
Missing from the Clemson
lineup for the exhibition was last
year's leading scorer, sophomore
Kerry Boyatt. Boyatt sat out the
game because of torn ligaments in
her foot incurred on Wednesday's
practice.
The exhibition not only allowed
the veteran players to get back into
the feel of game situations, but also
allowed fans the first glimpses of
the two newcomers to the Clemson
squad. Freshman guard Dana
Puckett and junior guard Cheron
Wells saw action in the game.
The Lady Tigers will participate
in the Kansas State Tournament on
November 24th and 25th and will
face the host and Alabama State in
the two day tournament. The Lady
Tigers first home match is Saturday, December 1st versus the
College of Charleston.

handing out 6 assists in 21 minutes. 'some of the things that I wanted to
Adelaide was led by former do, but I am concentrating on playGeorgia Tech and Portland Trail ing harder, more intense defense."
Clemson also saw brief glimpses
Blazer guard Craig Neal. with 18
points and 7 assists. Mark Davis of freshmen Tyrone Paul, Jimmy
also put in a solid performance for Mason and Andre Bovain as Ellis
the Australian Nationals, scoring unloaded his bench in the first half,
14 points and grabbing a team-high still seeking the perfect backcourt
tandem to use throughout the sea11 rebounds.
Clemson's Ricky Jones, playing son.
Clemson will open its regular
only half the game, added 8 points
and 4 rebounds but is still searching season on Nov. 24, hosting the Reto contribute more to the team both trievers from Baltimore county.
offensively and defensively. "I did Game time is set for 5:00 p.m.
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Athletes benefit from workshops
by David Thomas
sports editor
Many critics of college football
and college athletics in general
claim that the institutions are merely
"farm teams" for the professional
leagues. Many critics feel that
athletics and academics aren't
blending together like they should.
Many critics think that athletes are
pawns in the game of big money
sports and that the universities don't
provide the athletes with the tools
they need outside of the classroom.
For the most part, this was
probably true less than a decade
ago, but the entire sentiment towards
helping the athlete compete off the
playing field and outside of the gym
has taken a dramatic turn for the
better around the country, and no
better example would be in our
backyard of Clemson University.
Some of the obvious changes
such as the new athletic learning
center display the administration's

desire to assist the student-athlete
outside of the sporting world.
But the University has taken
steps to help the student-athlete cope
with the pressures of student life
and life after college that are not so
obvious and apparent to the casual
observer. The athletic program has
been experimenting with classes
outside of class, different athlete
workshops that are held in addition
toanathlete'sregularschedule. And
like it or not, attendance at the
workshops is mandatory for all
athletes.
These workshops teach the athletes a wide variety of skills such as
etiquette consultation, stress management, time management, drug
and alcohol education, effective
communication and leadership
abilities.
"We want (the student-athletes)
to be competitive on the field, but
we want them to be competitive
when they leave Clemson," stated
Bill D'Andrea, Director of Student

Services, concerning the goals of
the athletic workshops.
"As a freshman when you come
in here, you're going to have different needs than a senior. So your
freshman year we want to target
those kind of needs which might be
academics, time management, taking big tests and taking notes.
"Then your sophomore year we
might discuss personal growth and
development issues, sexual relations
and health issues. As they get to
their junior and senior years it will
be career-orientated," commented
Coach D'Andrea about the differences in the athlete seminars.
Just last week the athletic department held one of its athlete
workshops forthe freshmen athletes,
a workshop on etiquette.
Why would someone want to sit
through a workshop on etiquette, a
topic that would seem to be so basic
and obvious, you ask? Well, as Ann
Humphries puts it with the help of a
New York Times editorial cartoon,

Qruf^Qallery
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Welcome to Clemson

"Common courtesy is a contradictory phrase."
Ignorance of etiquette doesn't
just exist in the small world of
college athletics. It runs rampant
throughout the business and industry markets all over the country.
That is why four years ago Ann
Humphries founded ETICON,
Etiquette Consultants For Business.
And for the past four years,
Humphries has traveled the eastern
seaboard from New York to Miami
lecturing groups on the fine art of
etiquette.
"Our clients are accountants,
school administrators, engineers all regular business people. Companies invite me in because it helps
them with customer relations,"
Humphries said.
It would seem that a basic class
in etiquette could be humbling,
even a little humiliating to sit
through, for manners are usually
acquired over a period of youth,
not taught in a classroom. But
Humphries' approach is one of
extreme tactfulness and caution so
that the seminar is in no way demeaning.
"One of the coaches, Nancy
Wilson, said that I don't make it
seem like they don't have good

Central's

Jeweler

[si- o
£&2jf^°t<t
(2u±tom U^£±Lgn±
Many Gift Items Under $30
Marie Miller
204 Wentink Road,
Central 639-6584
Follow the signs at Hwy. 93 & Earle Rd.

manners. I assume that they do and
that they were taught, and I just sort
of refine what they do."
But why does the University
want the athletes to refine their
etiquette, and does it really make a
difference whether or not you shake
a person's hand the right way or
that you know how to talk small
talk to the big wigs?
"We feel that our student-athletes, being as visible as they are
and having the opportunity of
meeting other people and being in
the limelight, we want to give them
every opportunity to meet other
people and to do it correctly," expressed D'Andrea.
Even though the immediate effects of these athletic workshops
might not be blatantly noticeable,
Coach D'Andrea feels that the
feedback from the athletes has been
quite positive, so the university
plans to continue to do more for
athletes.
The days when a football
scholarship meant three free meals
a day, a bed to sleep in, and a game
to play in on Saturdays are over.
The new student-athlete will get the
most out of his or her college experience, at least if he (she) comes
to Clemson.

Wanted: People who want
to work their own hours,
make good money, and
have some fun selling 200
per minute phone call on
campus with the help of
effective posters and flyers. For free information
pack, call 1-800-2237592 at tone dial 2682678 touch tone phones
only.

The University Bookstore Invites You
to a Christmas Open House
Tuesday, December 4,1990 from 8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
Come enjoy the music and refreshments.
There will be a drawing for several nice gifts, including a bicycle; and Santa
Claus, the guest of honor will greet people and spread good cheer
throughout the day.
In addition, the finalists in the Christmas poetry contest will read their
poems, and the winners will be chosen.
Selected merchandise will be discovered 20 percent, and a gift wrapping
service will be provided for your convenience.
During the day, hand crafted items will be sold on tables outside the store.
And, a drop site will be designated to collect toys and nonperishable food for
distribution to a local children's home.
We would love to have you join in the festivities!
Piano courtesy of Farr Music House.
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Ix-Clemson kicker indicted Swimmers win meet against UVa
jn drug smug gling charges
by Bob Sayre
staff writer

by Brian W, Judski
staff writer

vided evidence of his knowledge
of the smuggling attempt.
The charges brought against
Igwebuike include smuggling
conspiracy, conspiracy to possess
with intent to distribute, and importation of heroin.
If convicted, he could face up
to 120 years in prison and $6
million in fines. Igwebuike was
scheduled for a federal court appearance this past Wednesday in
Tampa.
Igwebuike played at Clemson
from 1981 to 1984. He was the
placekicker on Clemson's 1981
National Championship team and
was third-team Ail-American in
1984.
He went on to play for the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers for five
seasons before being picked up by
the Minnesota Vikings as a free
agent this year.
During his NFL career,
Igwebuike made 75.54% of his
field goal attempts. This places
him fourth best in NFL history for
field goal percentage.
The Vikings have granted
Igwebuike "a leave of absence to
deal with his personal situation"
according to an NFL spokesman.

Ex-Clemson placekicker
Donald Igwebuike was indicted
last Friday on charges that he and
two other men attempted to
smuggle an estimated $1 million
dollars worth of heroin into the
United States.
On October 23, ABC News
reported that Igwebuike was being
investigated in connection with
drug smuggling allegations. The
ABC News report stated that the
U. S. attorney's office in Tampa,
FL, had "irrefutable evidence"
connecting Igwebuike and a heroin
smuggling attempt from the
kicker's native Nigeria.
According to the report,
Igwebuike's name surfaced just
over a month ago when a Nigerian
man was arrested by customs
agents in Orlando. The man was
found to be hiding 31 small bags
of heroin in his stomach.
Igwebuike reportedly bought
the drug courier's plane ticket.
The report also indicated that
Igwebuike participated in telephone conversations taped by
federal investigators which pro-

Last Saturday, the Clemson
men's and women's swim teams
hosted Virginia in Athletic Coast
Conference action, and both squads
came out with victories.
The Clemson men defeated Virginia 140-103, while the Lady Tigers propelled to a 146-118 win
over the Cavaliers.
Henry Faris led the men's team,
capturing both the 400-meter medley relay with a time of 3:26.24 and
the 200-meter fly, clocking in at
1:52.45. The Greenville native also
placed second in the 200-meter
individual medley.
The Lady Tigers were led by
freshman Jennifer Kilbride, as she
took the honors in the 400-medley
relay (3:54.59), the 100-meter
breast (2:23.65), and the 200-meter
breast (1:06.78).
Coach Bob Boettner's Lady Tigers improved to 3-0 overall. The
men improved their unblemished
record to 4-0 overall, and 4-0 in the
ACC, while the Cavaliers fell to 01 in the ACC and 1-1 overall.
The Clemson swimming teams
will be in action this Sunday, as
they host the Hokies from Virginia
Tech at 1 p.m.

Chip Uusi/scmur photographs

A Clemson diver gains altitude off the 1-m board.

Gamma Phi Beta
Welcomes

t* mto
518 College Ave 654-9243
Across from Post Office
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|
$7.99
! LARGE SINGLE

MEDIUM PRICE !

TOPPING PIZZA

Redeem this coupon for a
Large Pizza and pay only the
Medium Pizza Price

Use This Coupon And Get
Any Large Single-topping
Pizza for & 7.99.
Dine-in, Carryout or
Delivery

Void with other promotions or coupons.
One coupon per customer, per pizza,
please. Good for dine-in, carryout and
delivery (where Available). Certain
delivery restrictions may apply.

!

Your Favorite
Par Cheezie's
Pizza

$3 or $2
OFF

Par Cheezie's

Par Cheezie's

Void with other of&rl.
Offer expires November 30 1990

\Ud with other offer*.
Offer expires November 30. 1990

Void with other often.
Offer expires November 30,1990

Hwy 93 across
from Sky City

*^^4C7

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests.
career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . .etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

1-800-542-5174

Villaae
APARTMENTS

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Hand Crafted "futon"
mattresses
• Convertible recliner
sofabeds
• Custom fabric, lie
dying, & more
•OpenMon. 11-9 &
11-6 Tues.-Sat.
• Closed Weds. &
Sun. Call 654-6943
•Free Shirt w/$ 100
purchase

I The Futon Factory

^NSJ^P^Z/^

CDCE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
rnCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED
j

Use this coupon for $3 OFF a
Large or $2.00 OFF a
Medium Thin, Original or
Pan Crust Pizza

TLtegant sofa by
day
'Wonderfulsteep by
night

To
Clemson University

FREE DELIVERY

I

LARGE
PIZZA

ZTA

Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
•Planned Activities
•Laundry Facilities
• 10 Minutes from campus
•Leasing for Spring Semester
Call for Details

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL
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Volleyball team ends regular season and
prepares for the ACC Tournament tonight
by Melissa Roma
staff writer

Splash!

Chip East/ senior photographer

The Men's Swimming team bettered its record to 40 after a victory over Virginia last week.

POINSETTIAS FOR THE
HOLIDAYS
The Clemson Horticulture Club is once again
proud to offer pointsettias for the holidays. We
guarantee the highest quality plants that you can
find in South Carolina.
This year we will have red and limited quantities
of white, pint, marbled, and a new variety, Jingle
Bells. The cost will be $7.50.
The Hort Club will again have delivery to offices
and students may pick up from the greenhouses at
the P&AS Buildings.
Delivery and pick up:

The Lady Tiger volleyball team
will bring their season to a close
this weekend at the ACC tournament in Hilton Head. Tonight they
will be competing against number
three ranked North Carolina at 7
p.m.
Coach Linda White and her team
finished regular season play with a
2-3 conference record, anda23-10
overall record.
For the fifth time in five years,
the volleyball squad has come away
with more than twenty victories in
the regular season. But Coach
White still was quite satisfied. "It
was a successful season, but deep
down inside I feel like we could
have done a lot better. We haven't
had a solid year."
Plagued with many injuries, the
Lady Tigers finished regular season
action in sixth place.
On October 27, their home
season came to an exciting conclusion as they defeated Maryland
in a five game match. They then
traveled to Western Carolina where
they began a losing streak which
would close out the season. In the
final games of the season, they
suffered an upsetting string of losses
to N.C. State, Georgia, Virginia,
and Virginia Tech.
Heidi Kahl finished as the team's
leader in kills with a total of 311.
Jenny Yurkanin managed to get
971 assists , and Karen
Kamarauskas led total blocks with
92. However, White says, "The
team is not dominated by one very
strong player. They've collectively
done a job contributing a certain
strength."
With the streak of losses in November, White feels the team has
only one more chance to prove
themselves. The ACC Tournament
this weekend promises to be quite
interesting because, as White puts

Kim Hannah/staff photographer

A Lady Tiger attempts a block against Maryland.
it, "There is no rhyme or reason (to
the ACC)."
Number one ranked Maryland
lost to the Lady Tigers last month,
Duke lost to Maryland, and the
Tigers had a loss to Duke.
The Tiger's opening game
against North Carolina will be a
challenge because this season has
been split. A victory came for the
Tarheels early in October, but the
Lady Tigers rallied back to beat
North Carolina near the end of the
month.

Clemson University Bookstore

Monday Dec. 10
Tuesday Dec. 11

Any questions please call 656-3404

HORTIOSLTURE CLUB

The
CLEMSON BLACK ALUMNI COUNCIL
cordially invites
Clemson African American Students
to an
After Game Drop-in
on
Saturday, November 17,1990
at the
CLEMSON ALUMNI CENTER
(light refreshments will be served)

RODNEY REINDEER
AND FRIENDS
Rhonda, Randy & Romona
Delightfully Whimsical — Bean Bag Characters

I
I

REGISTER-TO-WIN
GIANT RODNEY THE REINDEER

I Name
■ Address

I
I
I

City.

State

Day Phone_

Evening Phone

Zp_

I To enter sweepstakes, complete and deposit this in entry box by Dec. 3rd,
. 1990. See official rules.

For tonight's game, the Lady
Tigers are in fairly good health with
the exception of Tashia Greene who
is awaiting knee surgery.
Coach White feels that if they
can hold back the strong offensive
attack of North Carolina, the Lady
Tigers will have a solid chance of a
win. A win would allow them to
move on to Saturday's second round
game against the winner of the
Duke-Georgia Tech game. The
championship game will be played
on Sunday at 3 p.m.

OFFICIAL RULES
1. To Enter: Purchase any size
"Bean Bag Reindeer", complete and deposit official entry
form in the official entry box.
Limit one entry per Reindeer
purchased. Entries must be
received by December 3rd,
1990. Sponsor not responsible
for illegible, lost, or stolen entries.
2. Eligibility: Sweepstakes is
open to any Clemson University student, faculty, or staff
member, except employees
and their immediate families
of participating Bookstores. By
entering, all entrants accept,
and agree to abide by official
rules and decisions of store
manager relating to this
sweepstakes.
3. Prize: See prize display. Odds
of winning depend on number
of entries received. Winner
will be selected by random
drawing the store from among
entries submitted at the store.
Winner will be notified by
telephone or mail within 14
days after the drawing. The
drawing will be conducted by
this store decision if final.
4. General: Winner must daim
prize at this Hallmark store
within 14 days of notification
or prize will be forfeited. Winner will be required to sign a
certificate of prize receipt, eligibility and a liability/publicity
releases. By entering, winner
consents to the use of his/her
name and likeness for promotional purposes without any
additional compensation.
5. Winner's Name: Name of
winner can be obtained from
store personnel.
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Tiger
Picks

Kevin Taylor
head
photographer
(80-30)

Eric Lyons
assistant
sports editor
(79-31)

David
Chamberlain
editor-in-chief
(75-35)

Chip East
senior
photographer
(75-35)

Bill Swain
news editor
(75-35)

David
Thomas
sports editor
(75-35)

Susan Biggers
assistant
news editor
(73-37)

Terry
Manning
timeout editor
(69-41)

Tiger
advertising
staff (69-41)

Dean Lollis
managing
editor (68-42)

South
Carolina at
Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Maryland
at Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Georgia
Tech at
Wake Forest

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tech

Wake
Forest

North
Carolina at
Duke

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

North
Carolina

Nebraska at
Oklahoma

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Southern
Calat
UCLA

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

Southern
Cal

UCLA

Mississippi
at
Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Mississippi

Tennessee

Mississippi

Syracuse at
West
Virginia

West
Virginia

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

West
Virginia

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Penn State
at Notre
Dame

Notre
Dame

Notre
Dame

Notre
Dame

Notre
Dame

Notre
Dame

Penn State

Notre
Dame

Notre
Dame

Penn State

Notre
Dame

Texas at
Texas
Christian

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Buy One Entre'
Get One of Equal or
Lesser Value

CHItfS
wings • firewater

FREE
I

Big Screen TV
Football
Billiards
Full Menu Until 1 a.m.
Live Entertainment

Coupon not valid with any other offer.

.

I

Open 11:30 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m. on Game Saturdays
$1.99 Per Dozen Wings All Day Wednesday
Tiger Tailgate Pack - 50 Wings for $9.95
Clemson Victory Party After Game on
Saturday -A Dozen Wings for 930

225-1354
3901 Clemson Blvd. - Anderson, SC -1 Mile Past I-85

I
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Campus Bulletin
announcements

Morris, University Bookstore, 6562050.

on-campus marketing project. Must
be organized and hard working. Call
Lisa G. at (800) 592-2121.

months or $ 150/mo. Furnished except
for your bedroom. Call 646-7739 for
details.

The- Tiger is accepting canned
food donations for the homeless. If
you would like to contribute, bring
your donations by The Tiger offices
at 906 of the University Union. For
more information on how other groups
can get involved call David at 6562158.

Clemson ACOA (Adult Children
Of Alcoholics) meets every Tuesday
evening, 7:00 p.m., at Holy Trinity
Episcopal Church in Clemson. For
information, call 653-9421.

Free Health Club membership at
Total Fitness of Clemson in exchange
for 3 fun hours of employment per
week. Call Frank at 654-3066.

House For Rent- 2 miles from
campus, 2 bedrooms, 2 bath. Living
room and Kitchen upstairs. Two
bedrooms downstairs. Large yard,
plenty of parking. Available Jan. '91
Call 654-3815

The National Easter Seal Society
announces its 1991 Easter Seal
Student Design Competition,
conducted in cooperation with
RESNA. The award winners will be
announced at the RESNA annual
convention in Kansas City, Missouri
June 20-26 1991. Any student who is
currently enrolled as an undergraduate
or graduate at any college, university,
ortechnical vocational institution may
participate in the competition. Many
former competition participants are
now working professionals in the field
of rehabilitation technology. The
collaboration of Easter Seals and
RESNA reflects the Society's steppedup efforts to adapt new technology to
help persons with disabilities live
independently. Students interested in
participating in the competition may
obtain application kits from RESNA,
1101 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 700,
Washington, SC 20036.
Calling All Santas-The University
Bookstore is searching for one or two
male volunteers to play Santa Claus
during the Christmas open house on
Dec. 4. The costume that is available
fits a tall or medium-sized person.
Interested potential Santas should
contact David Morris at the
Bookstore, 656-2050.
The YMCA is sponsoring a fall
Fresh Citrus Sale through November
30, with the fruit scheduled to arrive
for pick-up on December 7. Chose
from delicious, top quality citrus,
including Navel Oranges and Pink
and White grapefruit. Order at
Holtzendorff YMCA Center or by
calling 656-2460.
Cure Post-Exam Depression: Go
skiing Dec. 16-20, 1990 for about
$210. This includes 4.5 days of skiing,
lift tickets. Lessons at your level,
equipment and lodging in Boone N.C.
For information come to 138
Lehotsky, Nov. 15 or 19 at 6:30 p.m.
Or call 656-2206 (if no answer 6563400). One hour credit is available as
LS-130 or LS-230. Beginners most
welcome.
The Clemson University Union is
giving the children of Helping Hands
a Christmas party on Sunday,
December 2. The idea is to give these
abused and abandoned children some
special attention with games, a
Christmas movie, food, and lots of
fun. It would be a joy to see delightful
expression of these children receiving
a gift from Santa. Our hope is to have
a gift for each child underneath the
Christmas tree. We would like to
involve the campus with this project
and we need your help. If you are
interested in sponsoring a child with
a gift of between $30 and $40, please
contact the Union Program Office at
656-5829. We have a list of names
and ages of these children (46 to be
exact!) so we do need your help. If
you would like more information,
feel free to call and ask questions.
Sell Your Hand Crafted ItemsThe University Bookstore is
sponsoring a craft sale in conjunction
with its Christmas open house on
Dec. 4. The Bookstore will provide
tables outside the store for those
interested in selling hand crafted
items. The sale will take place from 9
a.m. until 5 p.m. If interested sign up
at the Bookstore refund desk by
Wednesday, Nov. 21. There is a
limited number of tables, so sign up
early. This is an excellent opportunity
to earn extra money for Christmas.
For more information, contact David

Electric City Cycling Club invites
interested persons to group rides
across beautiful country roads. Pick
up an event calendar at your local
bicycle shop or call 224-5924.

for sale
Is It Truc.Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Government? Call for facts!
504-649-5745 EXT. S-5987.
For Sale: 1 round trip United
Airline ticket, Greenville to Des
Moines, Iowa. Leaves Dec. 19, return
Jan. 5. $150. Call 639-1524.
For Sale: Computer software
printer. Zenith 181 lap top. Two 3.5
inch drive. Serial Parallel and RGB
Port. Dos, Wordperfect, etc.. Star and
NB-10 printer with case. $1000.
Contact Marvin at 656-0206 or 6539318.

help wanted
Wanted: Airline Customer
Service. Ticket Agents/ Passenger
Service $18,000-$29,000 a year.
Contact Teresa at (803) 536-9584.
Overseas Jobs, $900-$2000 mo.
Summer, year-round, All countries,
All fields. Free info. Write IJC, PO
Box 52-Corona Del Mar CA 92625.

Need Extra Money? Do phone
orders. Great Profits. Call 1-8630024.

We need Self-Motivated Students.
Earn up to $10/hour. Market credit
cards on campus. Flexible hours. Only
10 positions available. Call Now 1800-950-8472 EXT.20.
Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble Products at home. Call for
information.
504-641-8003
EXT.5987.

personals
CONGRATS Women's Soccer
Team-5-1 win over Georgia State and
1-0 win over Auburn last weekend!

lost and found

The YMCA is accepting
applications from volunteers
interested in coaching youth
basketball. Come by Holtzendorff
Center or call 656-2460 for additional
information.

Bahamas, Jamaica, and more. NO
Catches! Get your deposit in before
Christmas Break and save an
additional $20. For more information,
call Dan 653-7523. Starting January,
we will have an office next to Campus
Copy Shop.

Found: Watch. To claim call 6565412.
Found: Prescription glasses near
duck pond in Horticultural Gardens.
Call 656-3798 to claim. John Trice.
Lost: In desperate need of return!
Keys and ID at last Sunday's soccer
game. Keep money and holder.
PLEASE return ID's and keys! I
haven't any money on my DBA
anyway. Call 654-0951 or drop off in
Box 7599.
Lost: Blue Lands End jacket. Call
Mitch 858-8032.

nOUSing

miscellaneous

Responsible female roommate
needed for 2 bedroom townhouse
toward Pendleton. Rent $900 for 6-

Start thinking about Spring
Break!!! Reputable travel agency
offering student priced trips to

I know you are going through a
rough time.. When you are ready to
talk I will be there for you. I love you
forever. D.A.H.
We love our Anchorman Phil
Goldsmith! You're the best! Love,
the sisters of Delta Gamma.
Cradle robber-I hope you didn't
do anything I wouldn't do last
week-end-You know what that leaves!
-Baby Killer.
BB- I think this weekend at the
beach is just what we need! I can't
wait! Love YA- SB.
With a camera in one hand and a
beer in the other, Winter has chased
Autum from Alaska to Macculluch
Ave.

Carolina Crusher

Special

Anyone interested in earning a
Free Spring Break trip in the
BAHAMAS! Call Campus Tours Inc.
From 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. MondayFriday at 1-800-622-4262.
Spring Break-only $350, Spend it
in Florida Keys or Bahamas on one of
our yachts. All meals, sun and fun
included. Easy sailing, Miami FL.
1(800)780-4001.
National Marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage on-campus
promotions for top companies this
school year. Flexible hours with
earning potential to $2,500 per
semester. Call Marcy C. at (800) 5922121.
The YMCA needs a bus driver for
its after school child care program
beginning in January. Must be
available to work weekdays from 2:00
p.m. to approximately 3:30 p.m. Come
by Holtzendorff YMCA Center or
call 656-2460.

liijt>y

CLASSIC

12 oz. Coke & Diet Coke .650.

Valid Nov. 12th thru 18th, 1990.

Delivery areas limite to ensure safe driving.

©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Assemblers: Excellent income to
assemble products from your home.
504-646-1700 Dept. P5158.
Spend Spring Break Sailing the
Bahamas on a 48 ft. luxury yacht.
Groups of 6 to 8. Seven days barefoot
sailing the Bahamas $488 each
includes private cabin and meals.
Springbreak Hotline 1-800-999-7245
anytime.
Earn Extra Cash with the push of
a pin. Put up posters with application
forms for VISA, MasterCard and
other national credit cards on campus.
And earn up to $2 for each response,
it's that easy. Call 1-800-950-1037
Ext. 75
Fast Fund-Raising Program. Earn
up to $1000 for your campus
organization. Plus a chance at $5000
more! This program works! No
investment needed. Call 1-800-9320528 EXT.50
Best Fund-raiser on Campus!
Looking for fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like
to earn $500-$ 1.000 for a one week

ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.™
CLEMSON

226-9393

SENECA
882-9783

1006 N. MAIN ST.

924 HWY. 123 BYPASS

384-2 COLLEGE AVE.

CALLUS! ANDERSON

Medium Carolina
Crusher Special

654-3082

Large Carolina i
Crusher Special i

Large Carolina Crusher Special and I
Carolina Crusher Special and ■ Ask for a la
■ Ask for a Medium
M
alaid Nov. I
receive a medium pizza with 1 topping Valaid | receive a large pizza with 1 topping, val
12th thru 18th, 1990.
Nov. 12th thru 18th, 1990.

499

6 39

!

VaSd at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may I
VaBd at participating stores only. Not valid witti any other after. Prices may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable,
"te. Detvery areas limited to I vary. Customer pays sales tax wnere appicaMe. Delvery areas limited to a
ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less than J20.00. Our drivers are not I ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less than S20.00. Our drivers are not |
_ penalized lor lale deliveries.
■ penalized lor lato deliveries.

